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Eastern s First Military Day To Be Tomorrow
1000 ROTC Cadets Will Parade;
Eastern Dads To Be Honored

Ground Will
Be Broken
For Dorms

r

Pothers of the Kaslern State (College stiiilent body will be honor ed guests anil nearly l.poii nVtr-ta of
the R.O.T.C. Brigade will parade before them at the 14th annual Dad's Day and first annual MiL n-y Day
attnictioii at Eastern tomorrow.
Main altraction for the day will Army recruiting stnl'on.
More is on the agead.i I'.a'~-n's
! be the Eastern Kentucky-Austin
i Peay State College football game famed 99-plece band. "T'.\c Marching
Maroons," will pi?sent Its
in Hanger Stadium.
This is the second year that the usual colorful pre-gamc and haf"proud pops" of the entire stu* tlme shows, and the marching
I dent body will be guests of honor. band and nationally-famous 54Until last year, only fathers of girl drill team, the Governetlos,
I the football players were honored of Austin Peay State College, win
The total for the Pattie A. Claj I at the festivities. These fathers be special guests at the inlraHospital Campaign has rcache i Will lie admitted this year to the slate battle.
$84,799.50, according to reports I football game fee upon receiving Halftirne Performance
The Austin Peay band and Govgiven at a Report Night, held al the lapel identification in the lobby
of the Keen Johnson Studct Union erncttes will number l.'to when
the Student Union Building last Building at noon.
they present their famous halfTuesday night.
time performance. Included will
Luncheon Planned
Volunteer workers are working
be 64 band members, 54 GovernThe fathers of the football squad ettcs.
seven majorette*, four flagtown ids a goal of $500,000. If will be guests at the annual lunchraised, the money will be matched eon, sponsored hy the Varsity "E" spinners and the field conpaiander.
The
Govcrnettea have earned a
by the Federal Government anil Club at 12:.'10 in the Union Build- reputation for outstanding marching.
They
will
sit
on
the
sidelines
used lo build a new Infirmary for during the game, wearing their ing and precision drill routines.
Richmond and the surrounding son's number on their backs, and They have appeared at numerous
in the state of Tennessee
communiles.
they will he introduced in pre- events
and throughout the nation.
gamc
ceremonies.
The top area team in seeking
The band and Govemettea apAlso in prc-game ceremonies, peared in New York City last
pledges was revealed on Tuesday
the
Eastern
R.O.T.C.
Brigade,
night as Paint Lick, with $2,000 nearly 1,000 strong, will-parade November 24 as the featured
and Mrs. Tom Cornett, as chair- before the Hanger Stadium au- senior marching unit In Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade. The
man. The highest report. $14,400, dience, and will sit together in Clarksville group appeared before
reserved
sections
of
the
stadium
was made by Mr. Robert Begley
two million people during the
vice-chairman of the drive. Mr. during the game. The crack street parade and over 115 staaward-winning Pershing Rifles tions with a TV audience of 48
George Robbins headed the top drill team will present a halftirne
million people. In 1959 the Govteam of the advanced gifts division performance.
ernettes appearcJ before 46.000
with $6,300.
Several displays will be in the fans at Clemson, S. C. during
In the women's division, Mrs. Hanger Stadium area Saturday halftirne ceremonies of Clemson's
Robert Larance's team had $1,220 in conjunction with Military Day homecoming football game with
as the peak. The vice-chairman including a Nike Ajaz missile Duke. The Govcrnettea have been
of the women's division. Mrs. shown by the Blue Grass Ord- extended an invitation to be the
Earnest W. Pslos, gave the nance Depot, four 155 howitzers featured senior marching* unit in
highest report tn that area, and prime movers, by the Ken- the 1962 Mardi Gras and to take
tucky National Guard, a replica a European tour this summer.
$38800.
Klckoff time at Hanger Stadium
The next report night will be of a fall-out shelter by the civil
held next Tuesday at 7:00 p.m. In defense unit, and displays by the is 2 p. m. Tickets will be placed
the cafeteria of the Student Union Lexington Signal Depot and the on sale at 12:46 p. m.
Building. , ,,.
_
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PattieA.CIay
Totals Given

Ground will be broken Saturday, October 28, at 1 p.m., just
preceding the Eastern-Western
homecoming game for Combs and
McGregor Hall, new men's and
women's dormitories respectively.
These dorms, which will be
Austin Peay State College's Marching Band and Governettes will num ber 130 when they perform at halftirne of the Austin Peay-Eastorn
Game tomorrow. Included in the number will be 64 band members, 54 Governettes, seven majorettes, four flag -spinners, and Uic field
ready for occupancy by the spring
commander. The GovemetteB, a nationally-known girls' drill team, have earned a reputation for outstanding marching ami precision drill
semester of the '62- (Ki school
routines. The band and Gavemettee have appeared at numerous events In the state of Tennessee and other areas. Dr. Aaron Schmidt is
year, will cost nearly S3 million.
the director of tlhc contingent.
p
McGregor Hall, named for Judge
Thomas B. McGregor, long-time
member of Eastern's Board of
Regents, will house 448 women.
Combe Hall, named for Earle B.
Combs, Sr., (he Vice-chairman of
the Board of Regents, will house
238 men students.
Dr. Albert D. Kirwan. Dean of the Graduate School of the UniThe Board, of Regents will
Mi'.-i. Jame3 Sheehan of Danmeet -earlier In the morning, at versity of Kentucky, spoke at an open meeting of the Corlegiate
ville was guest speaker at the
9 a.m. to discuss several bond Pentacle Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in Walnut Hall.
Brock Auditorium. Mrs. Sheehan
Dr. Kirwin has been Dean of the
issues concerning Alumni colise"However, only those students
related to the student body the
um and other new projects.
Graduate School since December, with above average grades should
problems of civil
defense and
1969. He has edited books and writ- take post-graduate work," he said.
stressed each student's obligation
ten a number of aiticles and re- The graduate school has" •more reIn
adequato
civil
services
planP.R.s Win Drill Trophy
quirements and expects a good deal
views for historical journals.
ning.
more
from
the
student.
These
reAt MMi Honvecsming
He described the graduate school
Mis, Sheehan in her opening
as being "a cross section of the quirements differ with the schools.
>iremarks stated that the subject
The P. R. drill team won Ifae regular college," with graduate A school with high prestige can
at hand was one ".devoid of
first place trophy for the best students Trom "all colleges' or"'de and does demand high standards.
beauty." She urged the young
exhibition drill unit in the annual partmenls. K is the highest ara- At UK the entrance requirement
jnen and women to use ail the
Millersourg Military Institute domic level of any college. As out- is halfway between a B and a C or
ability they possess to bear arms
Homecomlng Parade las'. Saturn nned in Dr. Kirwan's talk, the pur- a 1.6 standing according to Eastin -the event of a hot war, and to
ern's grading system. Students
day at Millci-shurg, K V
pose of the graduate school Is to, with
use their ideas, training, comlower grades
KIHUCK are
H'e sometimes
nomeiimes
This was the second outing th'.s ,„..,.u *...,. .*»...*... *# *.-.«»■... <!» wiui lower
l»etance, and ability In the present
rob a
year for the drill teiim. They also "Thohsetw,hoB2^gomg
going,m?o
IntoP,a•pr;
a pro,- exam
^!P^J>4
.
l°"
*"
«i™«
COM war.
of three parts: apmarched In the Madison High Tension such as teaching, business titude, consists
general knowledge, and a
Me.. Sheehan
said we must
Homecoming Parade last Friday, administration, engineering, etc., test In the students area of specialRALPH MARTERIE
trealize that we are In a cold war
Richmond. There was no com- or (2) those who have an intellect- ization.
.- i|LmL_Uiat we will remain in one
m the Madison High
TUTTong as there are people like
^«i^t»'Wrmtnf---to jrer-WTo
from st
Mr.'Khruschev in the world. She
graduate school should prepare for
stated that the people of the
it during college. Courses of major
United States need to- know more
interest to the, student plus basic
about their own government in
courses in related subjects sufficiorder to fight more effectively
ent to obtain the Bachelor's degree
the workings of Communism. In
should be taken. Dr. Kirwan stressthat Thomas Jefferson recognized
ed the importance of taking a modPRINCETON, N.J.,
the needs for Individualism by de- The
em foreign language. Usually a
Student repreesntation at the annual President's reception, MonNational Teacher Examinaminimum of 2 years of French and
manding a Bill of Rights to be tions, prepared and administered day, in the Keene Johnson Student Union Building numbered in the
President Robert R. Martin has added to the Constitution of the
(or) German are required for the
annually by Educational Testing thousands. This reception, primarily organized for the benefit of inmaster's degree and the decorate. announced that Ralph Marterie United States.
Service, will be given at more than coming freshmen and transfer students, although upper classmen
At the present modern language is and his nationally famous orchesShe made nn allusion to the 200 testing centers throughout the were invited to attend, was one of the major orientation activities
not required for the masters in edu- tra will appear at Eastern Ken- statement that Mr. Khrushchev United- States on Saturday, Febru- planned for the student body.
cation, but with rapidly changing
made when our government reAt the reception the students had their particular major field, and
tucky State College at an Anniver- quested that the Russians not ex- ary 10, 1862.
(Continued to Page 3)
At the one-day testing session a
opportunity of better acquaint- likewise, the reception enabled the
sary Dance for the student body on plode their new bomb. Se said that candidate may take the Common the
The Executive Committee of the Eastern Alumni Association, in
teachers to acquaint themselves
cooperation with KYMA and the Student Council, nan announced
capitalism wouldn't las much long- Examinations, which include tests ing themselves with the teachers of more Individually with students on
November 21.
er. Mrs. Sheehan in answer to this in Profession Information, General
final plans for Eastern's annual Homecoming on October 27 and 28- Mrs. WMard Gabhart
campus.
The dance will be free and only said,
are no laws In our land Culture, English Expression, and
The festivities will begin on which Includes the crowning of
The reception lines were divided
Eastern students will be admitted. that "There
can
protect
us
against
that."
Friday, October 27, with a dance the Homecoming Queen will begin To Give Lecture On
Non Verbal Reasoning; and one or
Into the different departments of
II will be held in the mammoth
in Walnut Hall from 8-12 p.m. at 1:30 p.m. in Hangar Stadium. "The Greek World"
However,
she
stated
that
we
can
study so as to give the students
two of thirteen Optical Examinacafeteria of the Keen Johnson Stuprotect ourselves with ideas and tions designed to demonstrate masAdmission to this semi-formal
Following
these ceremonies,
the advantage of meeting those
Mrs. Willard
Gabhart. world dent Union Building.
ideals, and that they will really tery of subject matter to be taught.
will be 11.50 per couple. Candl- Eastern will meet Western in the
teachers teaching their major
This is a continuance of a pro- make the difference. She further
traveller and. former teacher at
dates for Homecoming Queen will Homecoming football game.
course of study. Too, this enabled
The college which a candidate is
gram
to
bring
big-name
bands
to
Harrodsburg
High
School,
will
stalled
that
"We
think
we
have
a
be presented as the Roy F.
At 5 p.m., a barbecue will be
the students to meet other teachers
attending, or the school system in
vides the music.
held In the Student Union Build- lecture on "The Greek World." the Eastern campus to entertain heritage to protect. We have a which he is seeking employment,
under whom they had no mstructhe student body. Last year, at the form of government second to
The
Richmond-Eastern
State
Sliarpc Band from Lexington pro- ing. Plates are $1.25, and reser- Wednesday, October 25, at 7:00 Inaugural
i.ion. but whom they wished to acwill advise him whether he should
Ball, during the inaug- none."
On Saturday, registration will vation for -his occasion should p.m., in the Little Theater.
take the National Teacher Examin- College Community Concert As- quaint themselves J n f ormally.
uration of President Martin as the
begin at 9 a.m. and last until V made In a.lv; nee.
Mrs. Gabhart has recently re- sixth
On
the
matter
of
direct
concern
Along with the department receivations
and
which
of
the
Optical
sociation's
1961-62
annual
mempresident of the 56-year old to survival after nuclear explosion.
1 pjn. The procedures of regisThe final hours will consist of turned from a trip to Greece. college,
ing lines, the administrative staff
Examinations to select.
the
Jimmy
Doraey
Orbership
campaign
was
opened
Mm.
Sheehan
said.
"We
must
t.ration wil! be carried out In the coffee in Walnut Hall for the While there, she collected several
received those students who wished
A Bulletin of Information (in
know how to live under any which an application is inserted) Monday night with a dinner for lo acknowledge their presence.
lobby of the Student Union Build- alumni and dancing later in the unusual pictures and color slides chestra performed here.
Marterie has been christened by circumstances." Also, that if de- describing legistration procedures workers at Renault Inn.
ing and tickets for the barbecue ev-.nlng. Horts for the Cot'oe which she will use to Illustrate
The reception lines were situated
The kick-off meeting began a in the main lobby and Walnut Hall
and football game will be avail- Hour at C00 p.m. In CM KIU- the various points in her lecture. columnists and record reviewers mocracy survives such a blast, may be obtained from college offias
"The
Man
Born
to
the
Horn."
able there.
dent Union Building will be the \ The yptiblic is Invited and all
there must be enough people In cials, school superintendents, or di- drive which will continue until of the first floor, and the cafeteria
At 10 a.m., the traditional Executive Committee of
the Ehgllsh/211 clauses and English "The Man with the Golden Horn." the United States of America to rectly from the National Teacher noon Saturday, at which time room of the Student Union Buildor
"The
Caruso
of
the
Trumpet."
be
obedient to the unforceable." Examinations, Education Testing membership In the association will ing. On the second floor four tables
homecoming parade, sponsored Alumni Association,
majors have received a special
He is more constantly on tour than This can only be done so long as Service,
by KYMA, the Eastern Pep Club,
The Exti.utive Committee has invitation.
Princeton, New Jersey. close for the year and a program served faculty and students coffee
will begin. The parade will leave advised the ulumni to purchase Oantei-bury Club, the English hon- any other big-name orchestra in we remain loyal.
,
Completed applications, accom- of concerts for the coming season or punch, and cookies.
the
business.
College
and
ballroom
Members of Cwens, sophomore
the campus via Lancaster A ve>i— received scats in advance from orary, will help with the ushering
Other platform guest Introduced panied by proper examination fees, will be arranged.
playdates
follow
each
other
so
fast,
uc, tour the business djBtrieLJof ihe Athletic Office. - Also, eoch and publicity for the evening.
Howard Coiyer. president of the women's honorary, served as reIt is rumored that his hot trumpet by President Martin included will be accepted by the ETS office
Richmond, and return to lRg*oaiu-J)ilun-ni has been asked to contact
The entire program has been never gets a chance to cool down. Colonel Aldcn Hatch, head of the during November and December, association, presided at the meet- ception hostesses In the replenishpus vis South Second Street. / ^is people and urge them to it- arranged by Mrs. Alexander, a
Madison County Civil Service pro- and early In January so long as ing and Mrs. F. M. Hurd, cam- ing of refreshments for the evening.
From 11:30 to 1:00, lunch will tend. Cne of (he largest crowds memmber of Eastern's English This has been the reason for an- gram; "Rev. Bob Jenkins, coordin- they are received before January paign chairman, presented plans The girls helped the housemothers
other nickname being tacked on ator of the program; and Jim 12, 1962.
In serving.
for the campaign.
be served in the college cafeteria, in Eastern's hlttory is anti;ioi'.- Department.
him, "Gallavantin' Gabriel."
The
prc-game
ceremonlefcd
Showalter, Student Council PresiAccording lo recent pools of lead- dent, who delivered the devotional.
magazines, Maiterie is the most
sought-after ballroom attraction in
the country, the most popular col- Case Hail Opened To
lege band of the nation's campuses, Public Last Sunday
and has the most band record hits
of any maestro in the business.
Three hundred eleven Evilern
co-eds were hostesses on Sunday
from 2:30 to 1:00 p.m. The girls,
residents of ('use Hall, welcomed
the public which hnd been incited to the open house of this
college's newest dormitory for
women.
,
The beautiful new building w««
Students are Invited lo hear Dr. building was named in honr of
Case, who has
W. Gordon Ross talk nn the sub- Mrs. Emma Y.
Ject: LANGUAGE AND MENTAL ' been Dean of Women here for alBALANCE; at seven o'clock. Mon- i most thirty years,
day evening, October 23 in the Lit- j Members of the Collegiate Penile Theatre. This meeting is the | tacle and CWENS, senior and
first of six series of the Eastern sophomore honoraries organize
Faculty Round Table. The theme by Mrs. Case served as glides.
for the entire series for the semes- Hostesses were the housemother,
ter la to be Human Quest for Men- Mrs. Mary B. Hill and Mis. Nell
tal Balance, or New Minds foi the Pendley.
New World.
Visitors were able lo gel n
Dr. Ross is a professor of phil- first hand view of the lobby, reosophy and chairman of this de creation room, and living quartpartment at Beiea College. He is | era. Many were impressed with
a. student of philosophy, psychol- the added luxuries such as post
ogv. science, and semantics. He office boxes and hair dryeis.
is held to be highly qualified to disSeveral persorM with which
cuss . the subject Language and Mrs. Case has been swnclated
Mental Balance. Language In Hu- were present including: Dr. Robman Affairs, Basis of Meaning and ert R. Martin. President of EastVerification, Freedom, R e a son. ern; C. D. Harmon, director of
TfTc newly elected officers of Eastern's Alumni Association are planning for Eastern's Homecoming
Language, and the Pursuit of alumni affairs at Eastern, reon October 38. They are from left: Mrs. William Adams. Richmond. 2nd Vice-President-elect; Clarence
IN NATIVE DRBBR—Eastern's foreign exchange students, Chung Hae Hong. Korea, and Meena
Truth will be areas which will be presenting the alumni assciation;
D. Harmon, Richmond. Director of Alumni Affairs; Mrs. Frankie Denlston. Richmond, Secretary.
Bagwe. India, meet the Eastern faculty at the annual President's Reception held Monday night in
explored by the speaker next Mon- Dr. W. H. Poore, pastor of the
Standing.: Dr. Otis Amis. Lexington. President; Mrs. George Spurlock. Richmond, 2nd Vice-President;
Walnut Hall.
day evening.
Fist Methodist Chuch.
Ray Giltner, Oovington, President-elect, and William Bennett, Louisville, Vice-President elect.

| Assembly Speedier
Stresses Planning
For Civil Defense

Graduate School Is Topic
For Dr. Kirwan's Address

lumni Association
Announces Plans For
1961 Homecoming

Marterie Band
To Hay At
November Ball

Teacher Exams
To Be Feb. 10

President's Reception
Honored Frosh, Others

Concert Group
Launches Drive
For Memberships

Dr. Gordon Ross
To Speak Monday
At Round Table

—
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Spanish Athletics ...

EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING

l

HOP*

Shooting The Bull

TWv STOP

By RAY AKERS

TMOSff hlucif**
DM you know that artmist the quiet contentment of our college,
there is one individual who rounds off all the square corners. Surprised? So was I. I had never seen anyone who rounded off square
corners, until I met her one da>. In fact, I met her as she had just
completed rounding off a corner in the administration building. She
stopped abruptly, not three feel away, and peered at me with her
brown eyea. Being rather embarassed. because I had almost spoiled
a beautiful rounding off of a square corner, I hung ray head and
stepped to one siie. At thac very instant, she too stepped aside and
a ringlet of her short hair bobbed; we were again face to face.
This was quite fnistrating I might have been standing in the way
of the oniy black-readed corner rounder, in the whole world. At this
horrid thought, I humediatelv stepped to (he opposite direction, to
let this cornor-roiinder. with'the turned down nose have the right
of way again.
I bad not moved from my position a second until this rosey
cheeked, little specimen followed me as myself In a mirror.
What could I do? Certainly. I asked for her autograph.
She gave me a snarling took, with her cute little month, rinkled
her turned down nose, and went doddering down the passageway;
evidently to round off more corners.

rests Be*o*i

Beanies — School Spirit
Eastern has once again resumed the old tradition
of the freshmen wearinq beanies. A toarctice discontinued several years ago, this in an attemot to instill within
the new students a real loyalty and school sDirit which
will last until their graduation day and thereafter as an
alumnus.
The newly resumed olan was the Det of the Student
Council and the KYMA Club, Eatern's peo club. Support
was then received from all corners of the campus, from
faculty and students alike. President Martin was overheard, in his endorsement of the plan, saying that his
beanie from his days at Eastern was still a part of his
memories and souvenirs.
But, when the shipment of beanies arrived on campus this week, there were conflicting reports as to how
the caps were to be disposed of; it was not definite as to
whether the students would be comoelled to wear or if
it would be on a voluntary basis ... the choice was made
without complaint from trie underclassmen . . . they
would wear them as a token of their youth and school

spirit.
This year's freshman class has been termed the
most enthusiastic beginninq class in the past few entrances. It should be an interesting thing to watch as
the students revive a thing of the past for purposes of
the future.
The student bodv is now on its wav to exoeriencing
a unifying trend . . . the beanies will give the freshman a
tie to one another as well as labeling them a part of fhj
complete colleqe community. The upperclassmen will
find amusement and pride in thfir youthful counterparts . . . years to come they will recall memories of
their beanie davs.
This smafl token wifl become the svmbol of the beginner's colleqe life at Eastern. It wM| not be an unpleasant compulsion. The Progress salutes the resumption of the beanie for freshmen.

"THERE. THAT DOES IT!"—Larry Atwood, freshman from Versailles, Kentucky, asks pretty Pat Johnson of Allen Park, Michigan,
to help him adjust his beanie. They seem very well pleased with the
whole situation ... the freshmen must wear them until Homecoming
game a week from Saturday.
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Science rotwHKifion

roBowuMpi Open

Views On The News
By MARIAN BAZZY
Postcards and giant bombs are predicting the fate of two growing
institutions ... Ihe Peace Corps anu the great society of human
life. Whv does Nikita S. Khrushchev want to explode a bomb equal
to 50,000,000 tona of TNT? Could it be in the interest of scientific
research or for some subversive reason?
Chacon now belongs to another team . . . Cincinnati is now in its
state of latent activity . . . Newport has made the pages of Leek
magazine . . . and there will be no snake dance this year at Eaatern. A tug of war will complete the international scene s well as toe
campus scene in the wee".c to come.
A main part of the educational problem seerrra to be the overcrowded classrooms It has been reported that one elementary
class in five in this country has 33 or more students. This is no
doubt the element which would put an end to overcrowded conditions
in high schools and colleges in the United States if It could be solved in an intelligent manner . . . like wiping out the extra few.
Margery Mlchelrrore has placed a part of Africa in a riotous
state once again. This Smith College honor graduate decided to let
the folks back hom* know the situation, at its deplorable best, of
the Nigerian scene. She considerately wrote a postcard—brief but
to the point -and on her way (to the post office) she lost it Ibadsm
College students didn't care for her statements even if they were
true, for she was a worker in their country and not an American
aristocrat abroad.
1
It has been discovered by research workers at the university of
Kentucky that rats dislike being idle as much as people . . . tft*
rats were divided inlo three groups . . . each group was confined it
an area for different lengthvrof time ... the period of continental!*
caused an Increase in activity ... a revolutionary discovery!
"
When the five vfUis three Negro players of the Celtics and Hawk
who were In LexlnglonUo pldy at [the CoHseum? tried to eat at a/not
coffee shop Tuesday, they were refused service. As a result they dl .
not enter into the competition that evening ... it seema that tne
town could watch them play in an exhibition game but that some
lust couldn't see feeding them . . . long live the ants . . . long live
the Peace Corps Director . long live the dead leaves . . - •
As the nimbus clouds make tneir appearance on the honaon, tne
world is still facing a possibility of maybe not complete anhilation
but instead immediate mutilation. Promises of the cold north wind
blowing soon will not put a damper on the campaign drive for a
new Pattie A. Clay Inflrmar> ... nor will the French discontinue
their Joy in living under a great leader ... nor will Jackie Kennedy
give up her search for antique furniture.
May the chimes continue to sound two minutes before the hour
. . . may higher education, yield TV critice to please Danny Thomas
. may Berlin become a solved issue of the past . . may Lix
Taylor be the/best Cleopatra yet . . . ode to a port office box which
doesn't exist.

Peace Corps Training 50
For Sierra Leone Projecf
The Peace Corp* is preparing to train about 50 candidates for
secondary-school teaching assignments In Sierra Leone, a new nation on the West coast of Africa which recently became the luotn
member of the United Nation*.
This group of 35 .ien and 14 women will begin their training at
the Peace Corps Field Training Center in Puerto Rico on Tuesday,
October 10 and finish on November 4, 1961. They are then scheduled to participate in a seven-week training program at a universitv in the United States from November 6 to December zs. Tne
name of the university will be announced after negotiations have
been completed. After ten days of home leave during the Christmas
season, those Volunteers selected for service abroad will depart for
Sierra Leone.
depending upon his qualifications,
This project developed in re- will teach one or more of the
sponse to a request by the Sierra following subjects in Sierra
Leone Government last spring The Leone's secondary schools: genGovernment expressed a great need eral science, sciences, chemistry,
for secondary school teachers m biology, mathematics, physics,
the fields of English, social English
(language,
grammar,
sciences and vocational training. and composition) domestic science,
as well, as in general science and education, music, arts and crafts.
marhemacles.
agriculture, auto mechanic* farm
Sierra Leone Has given high mechanics, geology, forestry.
priority to the development of Ceramics, and carpentry. The
education, particularly at the Volunteers will work closely with
secondary school level. Because Sierra Leoneen teachers.
of the shortages of teachers to
Knowledge of a foreign language
staff the new secondary schools, is not required since all instrucspecial emphasis Is being given tion in Sierra Leone is in English
to the expansion of teacher train- However, voiuniter* will receive
ing facilities
training in Krio, the language
Thus, The Peace Corps project of the Sierra Lione hinterland.
In Sierra Leone has been care- Training at the U.S. institution
fully geared to the current USOM will also include instruction in
(International
Cooperation teaching methods; the history,
Administration I educational Dre- culture, economy and governg-rain rn that country. The ICA of Sierra lieone; American history
program includes the establish- and institutions; preventive
ment of a Rural Training In- medicine
and hygiene. Peace
stitute at Kenema and the con- Corps orientation and physical
struction of additional facilities conditioning.
at the Njala Teacher Training
College and at the Kenema Technical Institute.
The Ministry of Education and Division Of Booting
the principals of the respective To Serve Kentucky
secondary schools In 8leTTa Leone
Frankfort, Oct. 20—Scott Barwill be responsible for technical
director of Kentucky's
direction and supervision of the bour,
Peace Corps
Volunteers. There Division of Boating, has offered
the
services
of this organization
will also be a Peace Corps Representative, Walter C. Carrtng- whenever a drowning occurs in
ton of Cambridge, Mass.. who will any of the waters of the Combe responsible for logistic support, monwealth.
The Division has nine wellintergovernmental liaison and the
health, morale and discipline of equipped patrol boats manned by
water
safety inpectors who have
the Volunteers.
the Volunteers, for the most been trained in rescue work. They
part, will not be living and work- are located throughout the state
ing In Freetown, but in half a where they are available for duty
dozen of the
larger towns on the extensive waterways of
throughout the country. They will Kentucky.
Whenever there is a drowning,
be provided a living allowance
sufficient to rent simple.but ade- the director said, help can be
quate living quarters and to buy summoned from the Division of
Boating by calling Capital 3-8221
their own food.
Each"" Peace Corps Volunteer, I In Frankfort.

The
National Academy of
Seiences-Nattonal Research
Council haa
been called upon
again to advise the National
Science Foundation in the selection of candidates for the Foundation's program of regular graduate and postdoctoral fellowships.
Committees of outstanding scientists appointed by the AcademyResearch Council will evaluate
applications of all candidates.
Final selection will be made by
the Foundation, with awards to
be announced on March IS, 1962.
Fellowships will be awarded for
study in the mathematical, physical, medical, biological, and engineering sciences; also in anthropology, psychology (excluding
Clinical psychology), geography,
economics
(excluding business
administration), sociology (not
Including social work), and the
history and philosophy of science.
They are open to college seniors,
graduate and postdoctoral students, and others with equivalent training and experience. All
applicants must be citizens of
the United States and will be
judged solely on the basis of ability.
Applicants for the graduate
awards win be required to take
the Graduate Record Examination designed to test scientific
titude and achievement. This
lnation, administered by the
lueational Testing Service, win
be given on January 20, 1962. at
designated
centers
throughout
the United States and certain
foreign countries.
The annual stipends for graduate Fellows are as follows: $1800
for the first year; $2000 for the
Intermediate year; and $2200 for
the terminal year. The ann"*'
stipend for postdoctoral fellowship
is $5000. Limited allowance; will
also be provided to apply toward
tuition,
laboratory fees, and
travel.
Farther Information and application materials may be obtained from the Fellowship Office.
National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council. 2101
Constitution Avenue. N.W.. Washington 25. DC. The deadline for
the receipt of applications for
regular postdoctoral fellowships
is December 18, 1961, and for
graduate fellowships. January 5,
1962.
Kentucky is the leading producer of hardwood veneer logs
In the six central states.

• • •

Only two other states- Virginia
and North Carolina—have as much
yellow poplar sawtlmber as Kentucky.
The little Theatre Club ha*
anaooiiced that "The Bald Soprano," a play originally sohed
tiled for last evening will be
presented on November * at
8:M pin. In the Little Theater.
Admission kt free.

Readers Write
Dear Editor:
I'm delighted to see that yoo
have been appointed editor-inchief of the Eastern Progress.
Don't be frightened by the fact
that .the Progress is now one of
the bigger weeklies in Kentucky,
considering that enormous jolt in
circulation you got through a 20.3
per cent increase in enrollment.
Just keep piling in the news and
pictures.
Let me know if there's anything we can do to help you.
Cordially,
Ben F. Reeves
Managing Editor
Courier-Journal
Dear Editor,
As a commuter with an eye for
a good parking space, which, I
regret to say, 1 seldom find—unless I arrive at 7 a.m. or so—I
would like to make the following
suggestion: that everyone parking
on Lancaster Avenue close ranks.
If the cars were parked just a little closer together, there would be
space for five to ten extra car*
on each side of the street Now
while this may not sound like
much, the five or ten, fifteen, or
twenty poor unfortunates hitherto
unable to find a choice spot would
be delighted, I am sure. At any
rate, I know of one poor unfortunate who would be!
The Hunter

Poorfy Spofcati Enajnsh
Under Direct Attack
Ames, la.-(I.P)-Electronic devices will be used at Iowa State
University in a "direct attack"
on the problem of poor spoken
stated. He said the electronics
approach will start in 1962. It will
allow students to correct errors
in their spoken English through
repetition of the right forms and
through reading aloud.
Iowa State has tried out "noncollegiate," or high school level
corrective courses in Freshman
English, and has discarded them
as ineffective. It also has abolished
the practice of putting students
who were poor In English into
low sections, and found they do,
better when they try the regular
course in the company of classmates who are better prepared.
However, there is evidence Wat
many entering students in agriculture, who seem
to have low
aptitude for English courses,
"have a long-run potential not reflected in entering tests. Therefore, although a relatively small
number of poorly prepared students will not improve under any
method of instruction, new ways
of motivating and teaching the
others must be tried out."
Snow skis are made from hickory. Kentucky forests contain
enough hickory sawttmber to
provide two parrs of skis for
every man, woman and child in
the United States.

"WE KNOW PROrBTION 6 OIK. BUT TVERE.,
ARENT ANY" GOOD CKJSBLEFT

Danny Kaye Thinks Country's
Need Is Educated T.V. Critics
Danny Kaye think* that television criticism should be taught
on every college ano" university campus in the country. ■
"Nearly everybody takes his turn at belting TV," he says. "At
least we might raise the level of criticism by offering degrees in the
subject"
Danny has no beef with the He mentions one performer of
prominence who publicly
specific, constructive criticism of some
television
to which both the doubted that he would "ever" apcritics and
public are entitled. pear on TV. "That was me," says
But he thinks it's time to stop the Danny cheerfully.
generalized
knocking of the
What
changed his mind?
medium .which reached even into Obviously, he thinks much more
official quarters when the F.C.C. of the medium today. Also, he haa a
labeled television as a "wasteland." sponsor (General Motors) for
No doubt much of TV is a whom he does only one 60-mimite
wasteland,"
Kaye agrees. "Yet show per year, with complete
for the selective viewer, it can be creative freedom and with as
not only
entertaining but en- much time for preparation and
rehearsal as Danny deems neceslightening."
Danny cited-' one week's Los sary. The second annual "Danny
Show" airs Monday,
Angelfs TV logs in support of his Kaye
November 6, from 9 to 19 >pjn.
position.
'Every
weekday on Los (EST).
Whatever attacks on television,
Angeles television, college courses
are given for credit," he points Danny is sure it will continue te
out. "I'm presently watching a grow, just as the motion picture
U.S.C. course on Ernest Hem- has withstood similar raps. "For
years, Hollywood was
ingway's works. But since I never many
got past P.S. 149 and Thomas criticized for allegedly catering
Jefferson High School in New to a twelve-year-old audience
York, there's not much point in mentality," he states. "Now, the
my earning
credits for the industry Is condemned by many
individuals and pressure groups
course."
During the one week of TV for producing so-called 'adult'
programming he picked at ran- films aimed at, say, the college
dom, Kaye also pointed up such age level. But good pictures are
worthwhile viewing as an Adlal still being made.
"Why, Hollywood has even
Stevenson report, a World Concert
show with Arthur Rubenstein, a survived the publicity annually
chronicle on the life Of Ernest given to the Harvard Lampoon's
Hemingway, a documentary on ten 'worst' movie selection."
A comedian by trade, Danny
Radioactive Medicine, a "BrandIs also known to he a
enburg Gate" drama.
"Sure, there are also hours of serious-minded citizen who Is, not
violence, old movies, giveaway at all facettoos in the suggestion •
shows, reruns, and reruns of re- that TV criticism be taught at
runs," he says. "But it's easy to high academic levels.
"Many of the future creators
escape viewing a worthless or
undesirable program. Every TV of television product* will come
set is equipped with a simple on- from our colleges and universities," he says. "And certainly
off knob."
Certain entertainers who stayed many of our best-informed viewstrictly away from television dnr- ers will come off the campus
lng its formative years are not Let's hape It can also be a source
entirely blameless, Danny admits, of qualified critics."

•

STATE BANK AND
TRUST CO.
4.

Richmond, Kentucky
■

"Figure On Banking With Us"
2 Convenient Locations — Main St and Big Hirl Ava.
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
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Graduate School Dorm Councils
(Continued from Page 1)
Installed By
situations in the world, this will
probably be changed to keep pace. Old Members
To obtain the master's degree the
student must pass a proficiency
exam in a foreign language, usually
French. There is a universal requirement of 1 year of full time
residence, before completing the
degree. This does not have to be
all at one time. It may be one semester or two summer sessions as
a fulltimr student instead. This is
known as the "sustained residence
lenulrement."
If the student writes a thesis, he
may take only 24 credit hours in
his'major. However, if he writes
nn thesis, a total of thirty credit
hours are mandatory. The thesis is
a research paper on an assigned
subject. The student gathers data
and arranges It in a paper. When
the thesis is approved he takes his
final examinations. This is an oral
exam.
For the doctoral degree 2 years
residence is required. Often time
spent elsewhere on research is
counted. The students committee
(usually five in numberi decides
what courses the student needs to
take. Final exams include a language exam and an oral general
knowledge exam.
Scholarship applications should
be made in the fall of the senior
year.
Dr. Kirwan predieted that graduate schools would soon be so over
crowded that they could hot accept out-of-state applicants.

One of the finest
business
investments
is a persona! photograph
that communicates
your character.

JOHN HARDY ntllllll.l;

STANIFERS
STUDIO
Main St., over Paul Jett's
Phone 623-1930

Members of the Women's Residence Hall Organizations (dorm
councils I for 1961-42 were installed
last night in a program held in
Brock Auditorium.
Diana Munsen, retiring president
of Bumsm Hall, led the group in
a candlelight ceremony.
The girls had been elected on
varying dates. Case Hall and Sullivan Hall elected their House Councils last week. Burnam Hall's officers were elected last spiing. their
floor representatives, the last week
of September.
These girls took oaths of office—
Case Hall: President,
Barbara
Summons; Vice-president, Linda
Murrcll; Secretary, Janet Wilson:
Treasurer, Sue Marcum; Social
Co Chairmen, Diana Munsen and
Jane Toppas. Floor representatives
are: Sheila Gilreath, Jctta Stamper
Linda Martin, Jcanctte Webb, Nell
l/ovett. Suzanne Pelsor, and Carol
Holbrook.
Sullivan Hall: .President, Clydia
Case; Secretary, Sandy Eversole;
Tieasurer, Barbara Nolan: Social
Chairman, Janet Bell. Floor repre-.
sentatives are: Judy Clark, Brenda
Stewart, Pam Oliver, Sandy Pinson. Ruth Keller, HoUey Hutchins,
and Beverly Keith.
Burnam Hall: President, Martha
Walker; V i c e-President, Sally
Proctor; Secietary. Sharlcne Conley; Treasurer, Sally Johnson; and
Social Chairman. Joan Palmer.
Floor Representatives are: Julie
Houston. Jackie Zimmer, Peggy
Hill, Betty Jo Gutherie, Betty
O d e n, Mildred Taylor, Nancy
Prather, Ann Gordon Scott, Phyllis
Tirey. Jo Ellen Chilton, and Melinda Hines.

Two Associations
Endorse Martin
Dr. Robert R. Martin, President
of Eastern, has been endorsed for
the candidacy of first vice-president
of the Kentucky Education Association for the year 1962-63 by the Middle Cumberland Eduucation Association and the Upper Cumberland
Education Association.
The Middle Cumberland Eduucation Assion met in Somerset the
second week in October at which
time Dr. Martin was endorsed.
The Upper Cumberland Association held its session at Union College in Barboursville; 1200 members were present at the 35th annual session which approved the
canidacy.
Dr. Martin had received the
nomination for the office, at the
32nd session of the Central Kentucky Education Association held
on the campus of Eastern on September 29.
Members of the religious sect
that flourished
more than a
hundred years ago in Kentucky,
known as the Shakers, originated
the ouxtom of drying sweet corn
for food, invented the broad
broom and the buzz-saw, and
were the fh-st to sell garden seeds
in packages.
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lonesco's "The Lesson"
Presented By L.T.C.
By EDDIE FiSK

Shown are the editors and staff on the 1962 Milestone, who have just met their first deadline. The spiing student life, spring sports and
divisional pages were sent to the publisher's on Tuesday morning, according to Linda Castaway, Co-Editor. Flanking Linda, first row, are
Lois Webb, Class Editor, and Carol Caldwell, Co-Editor. Left to right, row two, are Jim Barrett, Faculty and Administration Editor; Alan
Walters, Copy Editor; Pat Burgin, Art and Layout Editor; .lame Toppas, Secretary; Evelyn Craft, Faculty and Administration Editor; Mary
Jo Radden and Dottie Matthews, Student Life Editors; Anna Merrltt Art and Layout; Phyllis Fisher and Don Dix, Class Editors. Row
three: Jim Stivers. Organizations; Ann Heron, Typist; Suzanne Marctrm, Sports; Jim Montgomery, Business Manager; Harriet Sesline,
Typist; Harvey Turner, Military Editor; and John Prall. Sports Editor. Not shown is Chris Montgomery, Honors Editor.

The fiist in a scries of plays to be presented by the Little Theater
Club was "The Lesson", a one act play by Ioneaco. It was staged
last night in the Little Theater.
The three character play which Cumberland; the unsuspecting pup
is '-entered annmd a strange old
professor and his attractive pupil Cumberland; the unsuspecting
opens with the maid admitting the pupil of 18 caught in the weird propupil to the professor's study where fessor's clutches portrayed very
she is to be tutored. When the thin- well by Rita Spin lin. a sophomore
haired old gentleman presents him- and old member of the club. They
self, the eerf6 effect of the stage did an excellent job, humorously
setting comes to life.
played, under the direction of Mr.
Presently, after their introduc- Gerald Honakcr.
tion to each other and a wandering
Jewell Gulley was the female unconversation concerning where he derstudy and Ronald Lowe wa»
would like to live and whether it stage manager. The costumes were
if; a nice day or not. they begin the handled by Ann Luddy.
i
lesson. They start with arithmetic
and when he becomes Irritated with
her inability to subtract three from
four she explains that because of
her poor use of reasoning he has
Hardware — Pee Gee
memorized all combinations of
multiplication.
Paint — RCA T. V. and
The story continues with the maid
interiupting at intervals warning
Appliances.
the professor not to excite himself.
At length he works himself into a
Sporting Goods
frenzy and slays the pretty young
pupil. With this the professor goes
Household Goods '
to pieces and Marie, the maid,
takes charge. She calms the shaken
old man and explains that she will
put the body with the other 39 in
the basement and assures him that
everything will be alright. After
carrying the body off stage the
door bell Hngs again and another
pupil is shown in and the curtain closes.
The characters were: Trie ProfesMain Stretet
sor, an old man about 60 years old
played by James Whaley, a freshPhone
623-2270
man: Marie, the maid, played by
Charlene Roe. a transfer from

OLDHAM
And
POWELL

Casing The Clubs
MELVA GROOT — Clubs Editor
Canterbury Ciuh
Invitations to join the Canterbury Club, for students majoring
or minoring in English, have been
sent to 46 prospective members
tliis week.
Membership i'.i
effective upon
the acceptance of the invitation,
attendance at the club's Milestone
picture Wednesday, and payment
of semester dues.
Students eligible tor membership arc sophmorcs Witli a first
major in English and who have
maintained a "B" average in their
English
course
and
juniors
majoring or minoring in English
and who have maintained a "B"
average In English courses. All
seniors in the English department
are automatically eligible.
The current officers of the club
are: President,
Phyllis Fisher;
Vice President, Ronnie Wolfe;
Secretary, Linda Siiltwny;
Treasurer, Barbara Sowders; Program Chairman, Carole Veach;
and Faculty Sponsors, Dr. Byno
R. Rhodes and Mr. Phillip Munkin.
Baptist Student Union
The B.S.U. is sponsoring a
theological study to be led by
Rev. Ronald L. Kerr during vespers next week at 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Kerr's topics for the week

I At seen In SEVENTEEN

include: Monday — "Can eternal
life be given up?"; Tuesday—■
"Knowing you have eternal life";
and Wednesday—"Is there ar. unpardonable sin?"
The Reverend Mr. Kerr, pastor
of Union City Baptist Churoh, recleved his Bachelor of Arts degree from Ottawa University. He
also holds a Bachelor of Divinity
degree from the Southern Baptist
Seminary.
These studies are under the
Baptist Student Union devotions
committee consisting of Arlene
Calico,
Debbie Murrell, Betty
Khelbourne. Shirley Ross, and
Mary Hackworth.
WBA
Revision of the constitution of
the Women's Recreation Association was discussed at the WRA
executive
officers meeting,
Octoher 9. at Mrs. Pat BoxdV
house. Sue Marcum, a senior from
La Grange, Kentucky, was 'chosen
to represent WRA as homecoming
candidate.
New Biology <1nti Officer' The Biology Club has elected
two new officers. Larry Rogers
is parliamentarian and Ginny
Ivie is reporter.
Oadnceua Club Meeting
Caduceus Club will meet Monday at 7:30 p.in.in room 112
Science Building.
Milestone Discusses ■>■■:.■!■- Mi- -.
Mr. Don Peltner, director of publications, met with the Milestone
staff to discuss plans already made
and to talk to the group about the
meeting of their various deadlines.
Further business Included thtj,
decision to have a float in the
Homecoming Parade and the election of Jane Toppass as the Milestone queen candidate.
The Milestone also announced
Honors sections.
yearbook are to be in October 30.
These are the Organizations and
Honors sectaions.

MARTIN MEETS MARTINS . . . Richard Martin of Lancaster
snakes hands with President and Mrs. Martin as he passes through
the receiving line at the President's Reception Monday night.
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WE'VE OPENED A

NEW DOOR TO BEAUTY —

THE MERLE NORMAN
COSMETIC STUDIO
Wishes TO Announce its New Location —

144 East Main Street,
Richmond, Ky.

WT*
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
to enjoy a demonstration
of the famous
Merle Norman treatment line
... should be you! New classic cardigan coat designed for
real warmth in wool with Orion laminated knif sleeves and
trim ... fully lined in MUium ... color gcey, of course. Your
sizes 7 through 15. Priced for you at only
*2295

of
Beauty Preparations.
This demonstration includes personaf complexion analysis and make-up couselling.
There Is No Obligation.

IVnokSf^

WHY NOT CALL FOR YOUR
APPOINTMENT TODAY?

Phone 623-4528

xrn-

Its what's up front that counts

*«IU,

Up front is IFILTER-BLENP1 and only Winston has itf
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.

Cl

«*«l

■V

R. 1. MtrtmUtTfmCt.. Wliutenl

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should'.
T

J

.
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Eastern Hosts
To Austin Peay;
Seeks Home Win

S-P-O-R-T-S
Doug's Sports Beat
youngsteis. He's giving them the defense that Jim
McKenzle will want to play in the future.'

•

«

•

*

The East Tennessee team that met Eastern satn.-. ay wa-.' very much like the Maroons. Bo;n
teams were comparatively small, inexperienced
and have been hampered by numerous injuries.
Neither team was a standout defense-wise, but
e H h has c. dangerous offense boasting top-notch
pawing ami ball carrying. The biggeBt difference
in the two squads are the records, the Maroons
12-2-0) am: East Tennessee 16-5-0).

•
•
•
•
GLENN GOSSETT. the
While on their way to Johnson City the Maroons
M% roon s'
defensive
came upon a once in a lifetime sight, a bricl:
coach who is presently
house o-l in the middle of the road. It seems that
working toward his doctuc house, being moved, slipped from its mooring*
torate degree at the Uniibid fell to the highway. The bus drivers had to
versity
or
Arkansas,
get turne! around and head into Johnson City by
another route.
while picking tip pointers
•
•
•
•
at the same time from * Newspapeis, while relating the facts of the EastFrank Broyles, one of the
ern win over East Tennessee, gave credit for points
nation's top roaches, was
to wrong people and in one case a ficticioii3 one.
Dave Hatfield was shocked to sec tn the Knnwille.
cited last week by Orville Henry, sports ediNews Sentinel that Glen Reidel and Doug Hamilton
tor of the Fayettsville
kicked two of EasternV extra .points. In the
Courier-Journal
it was pointed out that Larry
Gazette. Said Henry: "These Stioats (Arkansas'
Outturn
scored two touchdowns to lead the Mafrosh team) seem especially fitted for defense and
roons to victory. The Maroons don't really care
many of them may come in handy in that respect
who scores the points, but to them the important
next fall. "One reason thev look so good on dething is thai they are scored.
fense now i-. that Glenn Gossett is helping us
•
*
•
*
with tnern,' said Coach Broyles. 'He's really doing
During the game with Austin Peay this Satura fine job.'
day the ROTC cadets will be seated in a 'section
Gossett ra the Eastern Kentucky coach who, beto themselves and will have their own cheerleaders.
cause of roots in Arkansas (his parents recently
This corner will not be surprised if the cadets acmoved back to Malverfi and- he has relatives over
complish their goal of out-yelimg the rest of the
the str-.tel decided to take a leave of absence and
Eastern fans.
study fo. hi3 doctorate at the II of A. He also
•
•
*
•
sav. an opportunity to better himself footballDave White, returning letter-man from last year's
wise through close association with Broyles' staff.
cross-country team, ran into a little trouble last
"Sometimes these volunteer relationships don't
week. White, while working out. caught his leg
amount to much," continued Henry. "This one does.
o-i a barbed-wire fence and ripped a gash that
because Gossett. a handsome, persuasive fellow, is
required 24 inches to close.
air* an energetic, enthusiastic worker among the

Eastern Kentucky's scrappy Maroons take on intra-state foe. Austin Peay fitaie College, tomoiTow afternoon at Hanger Stadium in
search of their third victory of the season and their first home win.
The 2 p.m. clash will highlight a big Dad's Day-Military Day celeiiration on the Eastern campus.
The Varsity "E" Club will host do either," he said, "because we
fathers of the Eastern gricMers at are not taking this game lightly."
a 18:30 luncheon in the Blue Room "This team has been impressive in
of the Keen Johnson Student Union some of their games." he added,
BuHding. The "papas" will sit on "and can give anyone a run for
the sidelines during the game, with their money.''
the number of their son's jersey on
The Governors are 1-4 In five outtheir back.
ings, having lost to Middie TennEastern's ROTC Brigade will pa- essee, University of Tennessee
rade onto the field In pre-game Martin Branch. Western, and JackMltMM.KSBOKO ACES—MktUesboro is well represented on Eastern Kentucky's varsity squad w*h
ceremonies and their crack Perth- sonville State. They defeated Oarthree regulars From left, they are: Tom 8ta.ple.on. number one fullback, second leading; Da* carrier on
ing Rifles drill team will perform at son-Newman for their only win.
i!,.- squad with a 5.1 average per carry; Harvey Yeary, junior end who is back in action after missmg
The Governors are paced by fullhalftime. The marching band of
last year with a back injury suffered in the season opener; David (The Toe) Hatfield, senior tackle in
Auustin
Peay, and their 54-girl back Tommy Donnelly, former
his third year as a starter, who was the Maj-oans' second leading; scorer a year ago with 8 of 11 conUniversity
of Tennessee gridder
drill
team,
the
Governettea,
will
versions and 2 of 7 field goals for 14 points A II will be in action tomorrow when the Maroons Hoe*
also perform, aloha; With Eastern's who has compiled 1W yards in 38
Austin Peaydn a Dad's Day and Military Day attraction at Eastern's Hanger Stadium.
carries. Quarterback Cobb Parker
;i9-piece Marching Maroons.
Although they downed East Tenn- specializes in gaining yardage, both
the end zone. Baker's kick was
off the mark and the Buccaneers essee In their last encounter 22-18 in the air and on the ground, and
Richard Moore, the leading passer,
were out of the game for good as in a crucial Onto Valley Conference gives
the Governors two veteran
game at Johnson City. Coach Glenn
they trailed 14-13.
Freshen and his aides expressed signal-callers.
Win Pat On Ice
Favorite target for Moore and
Eastern had two offensives dissatisfaction with the overall per-'
falter and had to stop the same for stance of his squad. The MB Parker is end Rupert Stephens, but
number of East Tennessee drives roons should be a more alert team about a dozen players have been on
before they could tack on the in- Saturday aa' they seek their first the receiving end of their paases.
Again, the small Maroons will be
surance touchdown: The Maroons home win. An Eastern victory, too,
got their opportunity when a Ten- would equal their total victory rec- outweighed, both in the Mne and
nessee drive was halted on the ord compiled during the entire 19S0 the backfleld. Austin Peay's starting Mne averages MS pounds, comEastern 46 yard line. Four plays campaign.
put the ball on the East Tennessee
Resting In a two-way tie with pared eWth 'Baatern's tat. while
12. Then Lanham threw to Ed Murray for the third place in the their backs average ISO pounds per
Spenik. who made a great catch OVC, the Maroons are not taking man. to the Maroons' MS pounds
on the one yard line where he was rheAustln Peay tilt lightly. On the per man average.
instantly knocked out of bounds. otnerNhand, they are expected ta be
The probable starters are:
It took Eastern three plays to fired ufc. having zoomed into conLB aims (200)
score as the homecoming inspired ference contention with their im- Elkins (2001
Kellar (216)
LT MUta (222)
Bucs
held
and
then
broke
when
pressive
performances
that
have
the eight to climax a 73 yard
i <«h
LO Andrews 1«24)
By DOT (i WHITIXK M
Chittum carried the ball over for surprised the so-called experts who Grim
drive
in
11
plays.
Dave
Hatfield's
<M»
C Wt H'laat (286)
Led by two scoring runs by
his second touchdown of the day.
the Maroons to finish one Goet
Jimmy Chittum. the Eastern Ma- conversion was perfect and with Lanham threw to Richie Emmons picked
Mac-Donald (ISO) RG Stone (190)
above the cellar in the OVC. Hatfield
roons treated East Tennessee rude- «:50 left to play in the half East- for the two point conversion to rung
(280)
RT *Mft*r <2M)
The Eastern "Iron Men", so callly in the Buccaneers' Golden ern led 7-0.
Spenik <«•»»
RE Ms* <M7>
put
the
game
on
ice
with
3:20
reed
because
of
lack
of
depth
and
exAnniversary homecoming as they
Lanhafa <*■*»
<» Wat** «1SW
Near the end of the half Eastern maining.
perience
and
because
some
fifteen
defeated the Termeaaeans 22-18 in Was forced to punt. Gene Stuber
Chittum <WM
IH dWtetOTM
Statistics:
E. E. T. to twenty men are called upon Emmans <*M)
Johnson City Saturday.
kicked from his own 42 and the First
W* Oead <"»
each week for heavy-duty perfordowna
18
9
The win gives Eastern a 2-1 Mil rolled dead on the Tennessee Net yards rushing
mances, have split even in four fitapleton (1«S) 9* Doffltolty (ISO)
192
126
OVC record and a season work- 49. Five plays put the ball on the Passes attempted
18
15 contests, all of which they were
sheet of 2-2. East Tennessee's 4*. and from there, with only four Passes completed
9
10J supposed to drop. It took a lastrecord does not do justice to the seconds left on the clock. Baker Passing yardage
104
143 minute comeback by loop-leader,
team as they have dropped five lit Phil Morgan on the Eastern Fumbles lost
!
2
lj Middle Tennessee, to overcome an
straight games. The importance 18 and Morgan carried the ball on Passes had intercepted ..0
1 Eastern lead with 1 :*l left, and win
of the win to Eastern was magni- in for the score. Baker's kick Number punts
by 22-15. Only (his mars the other3
6
fied when Tennessee Tech beat •Mas good and the score was Punting average
Here is ttie ettmdatt for the
35.2 32.3 wise perfect conference record.
Western. A win by Western could knotted 7-7 at intermission.
Presnell and his grtdders are con- Eastern eross-eosMry t*Mn »sr
Yards penalized
20
20
have put Eastern in a tie for sec- Lanham Score*
the
remainder of
the
season
fident that, while the "experts" are
ond place in the conference, while
The second half started with
talking about Middle Tennessee, along with scores from previous
now they are knotted with Murray the Maroons kicking off. East
Tennessee Tech, and Murray, when meets. (Low score wins)
for third.
Tennessee couldn't get their devasFITNESS NIGHT
they mention a probable 18*1 cham- H October 27, Eastern 19, Villa
Madonna 50."
For the thfrd game in a row tating pass offense started and
pion, they can still take it all. It
The
Physical
Education
MaRd to punt. David Couch's kick
the Eastern offense was apaiked
will take some help now, however, H October 14, Bastem 27, Morejor-minor
club
is
inVHtag
all
,s
a
short
one
aoditrolled
dead
by the running of halfback Jimmy
from these aame three teams, who
. head 28.
students and faculty to aa
Chittum and the passing of Tony on his' own 46 yard line setting
eastern 1-amny Fitness Night
Lanham. Chittum carried the ball '**- Eastern's second touchaowrMj > on
Friday from 7 p.m. to M
ftme times and netted 84 yards, The Maroons were content to dig
like to give some of his hewy^auty, A October 25, Morehead
p.m. Those coming
while Lanham connected on nine out the yardage five and six
grtdders an opportunity to heal A November, Bellarmine.
bring
their
Mnmwcar,
yards
at
a
time
as
It
took
them
of 17 passes for 104 yards.
their wounds, and, at the same A November », Lossis "CTOson.
The East Tennessee scoring po- eight plays before Lanham, elect- and other athletic wear, bark- time, give younger boys valuable A November ly University of
ers will not be available.
tential revolved about the passing ing to keep on an option, carried
experience. "1 may not be able to
Kentucky.
of quarterback Harold Baker, who the ball in from the three. Hathad 10 completions out of 15 at- field again split the uprights and
tempts good for 143 yards and Eastern led 14-7 with 8:40 to go
in the third period.
two touchdowns.
Tennessee scored one more time
Eastern scored first in the second quarter after the Bucs' had in the garrje and the tally came
to punt. The Maroons took the at the end of a 72' yard drive in
ball on their own 27 yard line. Six nine plays. Baker* passed all the
plays moved the ball to the East way dividing his tosses between
Tennessee 31. a 19 yard pass from ! Bill Cooper and Bill Belcher. On
Lanham to Harvey Yeary keeping the 16 Baker elected to run and
the drive alive. Five plays later i1 carried the ball to the 10 from
Chittum carried the ball over from which he hit Floyd Shadrick in

Maroons Defeat
East Tennessee;
Second OVC Win

;

Women's
Sports

■■7-

STUDENTS!
A SAVING OF 30% TO 60% ON
ALL NAME BRAND SHOES!

SAMPLE SHOE
CENTER
263 E. MAIN

Western Auto
FIRE ARMS
AMMUNITION
BEHIND THE COURTHOUSE

By Sheila GHrearh
No tradition? You're crazy!
Most people walk by WeaverHealth Building at least three
times daily but dont observe
enough to tell you how many columns the building has.
Well, one person was observant
enough to see the need for a
tradition
among the women
physical education students. That
person was none other than our
own Miss Gertrude Hood.
The women's lockers are inscribed with the name, years of student
teaching, and class of each woman
physical education major.
Some locXers don't have plates
on them but this tradition can be
traced from 1956 until the present
j year.
In I960 an extra touch was
I addded to each locker which was
' nicknames in smaller print in the
' corner of each locker. Some nicknames such as. "Stress". Strain,"
"P. B. ". "B.B.", "Ltskcy" and
many more add a warmer touch
to those ole dark green lockers.
After changing clothes at least
a million times and working one
combination for four years a
locker almost becomes "your
home away away from home."
The women graduating in 1»62
will be ike lest to have their names
put on lockers due ta a change in
the student teaching schedule.
Hats off to Miss Hood and the
senior majors, Barbara Sammons,
Sharon Munsen. Rue Marcum.
Mattie Farris. Pat Poteet. Barban
LaBlanc and Linda Spaulding. all
referred to l-espectfuHy as Gertie's
Boys."

"Gee, honey, you'll never
pass your physics exam unless
you learn to loosen up!"

i
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21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
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wirii DOUG WH1TLOCK
Progress Sports Editor
Even though the Eastern Maroons are in last
place in [he OVC statistics they are in a third
place tie in the standings. Murray, one or B.HKIerc's OVC victims, is in fourth place in total team
offense and in third plnce in team defense The
only otliC'- conference team the Maroons nave
bep.ten is East Tennessee and the Bucs' are in
s-xth in tcth departments. Middle Tennessee,
which handed Eastern its only conference defeat.
Is in first place in both departments and also is
in first place in the conference standings.
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Crosscountry
Schedule

■

Player Of The Week

Player of the week honors this week go to Tony Lanham, 160
pound senior quaiterback from Corbln. who guided the Eastern
Maroons to a key 22-13 win over the East Tennessee Buccaneers at
the Buc's homecoming in Johnson City. The win gave the Maroons
a tremendous lift ir the Ohio Valley Conference race and kept
alive an unbeaten road record. Lanham scored a touchdown, passed
for a clinching two-point conversion, and completed 9 of- 16 passes.
He was responsib'e for picking up crucial first downs on each of
the Maroon's scoring drives.
Tony attended Corbin High School, where he was a four-year
star for the Redhounds. Ho was coached by Walt Green and Carl
Oakley, both Eastern graduates.
Tony had many honors bestowed upon him when he was in high
school including: All SEKC. State record for touchdown paassa (34).
All-State honors aaid captain in the East-West All 8tar Game.
At Eastern Tony maJor3 in health juid physical education and
planw to coach football and teach upon graduation.
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You.
Why the gold bars?
Future Veen
You're needed... jest as yoor father and grandfather
were. It's an -obligation that a lot of qualified college
men have to meet. If we don't...
You:
1All right. But what can 1 de for the Air Force?
Future You:
The Air Force needs college trained men and women
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing
technology that goet with hypersonic air and space
flight. Your four years of college have equipped you
to handle complex jobs.
Yoni
Say I was interested...how caa I get to be an officer?
Future Youi
You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force
Academy. Then there's the navigator training program. You've probably heard about Officer Training
School...where the Air Force takes certain college
graduates, both men and women, and commission*
them after three months of training.
Youi
Starting salary is important. What about that ?
Future Ymut
Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free medical and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps
flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major to see
it adds up to an attractive package.
Ystn
I've been thinking about getting my Master's.
Future Yom
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute
of Technology. At no cost, and while on active duty
some officers may even win their Ph.D. degrees.
You:
Tell me more.
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter.
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept.
SCHt). Box 7668. Washto*ton ♦. D.C.. if yo«
want further Information about the navigator
training or Otbeer Training School programs.

There's « place for
professional achievement in the

U.S. Air Force
1
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Presnell Pleased, Not Contented
With Win Over East Tennessee
Pleased, but not contented, with
his team's play In the 28-13 win
over Kant Tennessee, Eastern
Kentucky coach nienn Presnell
conceded
that hln .< c i a p p v
Maroons
must have played u
better game than he earlier
thought In whipping the Tennesseans and soaring Sack Into Ohio
Valley Conference contention.
"We plHviil no pool lv in the
first half;' he recalled, "that I
remember Uinae mistake* more
than I do some food play we had
In the second half." "We missed
on two firoi'lirg opportunities and
g»ve ttieni a 'Tree" touchdown on
that lost play of the half," he
said. The Buccaneers scored on a
54 yard pass with Just four seo>
onds remaining- In the half.
"I must
admit, though," he
quipped, "that Uie klda came back
that second half and socked em
pretty hard." "Maybe the scolding I gave
them at the half
helped."
On the Maroons' second offensive play of the game, a tS
yard touchdown run was called
back because of an Eastern offsides violation, and the Maroons

to four, the first two coming op
an 86 yard punt return and a SO
yard sprint.
Tom Stapleton. Middle sbo-r
sophomore, was also praised foi
his outstanding performance. Thr
Raster n coach also was pleased
with the play of the Eastern ends
ami tackles, and singled out Bill
Elk ins. Jenkins junior. Ed Spenlk.
Adah, Pa.; junior, and Harvey
Yeary, also a Junior-, from Middlesboro.
Tackles mentioned were Dave
Hatfield, senior from Mlddle.iboro,
«nd Jim Kellar, sophomore fro.n
Grays Knob.
The Maroons came out of the
OVC battle with the usual birmps
and bruises, according to Presnell,
With no serious injuries being reported. Guards Olen Keidel and
Dave Grim
received the moat
Members of Eastern's Class Country Team are, first row from left:
Serious injuries. Ite del. sophomore
Ben Price, Bob Scott, Jack Jackson, all of Dayton. Ohio; Mike Felts,
from Ironton, Ohio, suffering a
Garden City, Michigan; Earnest Brown, Ashland; Charles Shinglebruised hip, and Grim, lies.mi in
decker. Dayton, Ohio; Irvin Lewis, Dayton, Ohio; John Thomas,
from South Heights, Pa., re-lnGenevu, Indiana; and Denis Sprous, coach from Fort Thomas. The
Juring a knee.
tenth member of the team absent when the photo was made is
The win gave the Maroons new
Dave White from Louisville.
life in the closely-contested OVC
nace. upped their loop record to
tWo wins against only one loss.
Chittum Overtakes Lee in
and kept their- perfect road record
ESC Rushing Department
Intact. They are wlnless at home,
NOTICEhaving lost to Louisville and
Jimmy Chittum, flee t-footed
The intramural
department sophomore rram tiexbigton. Va.,
Middle Tennessee, the latter a last
wrwhes
to
make
the
following
anminute setback.
overtook George Lee in the Eastnouncements: The men's tennisj ern Kentucky rushing department
.singles tournament is getting In last week's 22-13 win over East
The Kentucky Department of umfcrway. The cro»-country race Tenne88ee The 170 fc^ scat.
Public Safety reminds drivers wil be ran shortly before Thanks- back has
,ned 168 „•£
^ in
that driving lights must be used giving. Thts is open to_ all1 stu- f
* for
f
f M
games
an average
during the period beginning one- dents except members of the cross- four
half hour after sunset and con- country team. Those who will com- yards per carry on 26 attempts.
Lee, frosh fullback from Daytinuing until one-half hour be- pete should start conditioning, and
fore sunrise. The law also pro- all clubs on campus are urged to ton, Ohio, is second with 140 net
vides that lights be turned on at enter
teams in* all intramural yards and a 4.5 average on 31
carries. He is followed by anthose times, which occur fre- activities.
other fullback, starter Tom Staplequently during the fall and winter
ton,
sophomore from Middlesboro,
months, when weather conditions
who has gained 112 yards for a
reduce visibility.
5.6 average.
Quarterback Tony Lanham has
connected on 50 per cent of his
aerials, having found the range
on 25 of 50 attempts for 301 yards,
three touchdowns, and two conversions
Junior Ed Spenlk, Adah. Pa..
flanksman. leads the pass receivers
with seven catches for 100 yards
and a score. Chittum and halfback Bill Goedde, Cincinnati sophomore, follow with four catches
each. Others who have snagged
touchdown passes are fullbacks
Tom Stapleton, Middlesboro, and
Lee.

later were stopped on the East
Tennessee goal line. "We shouiY
have lad by three touchdown ar
the half," Presnell said, "instead
of going Into the hair With a 7-1
game on our hands."
Presnell cited an Improved pass
defense snd said that many oi
the Buce' 10 completed passes
Were lucky. "Many were of the
el .OI I buttonhook variety.,. .we
favc them some of
the short
ones, and some of the others were
'Just lucky, catches'."
- He said he was gled we won.
because anytime you play any
team In this league at their home
coming, you're likely to be in for
a tough time."
Quarterback Tony Utnhem was
praised for playing "II'.M best game
Of the season." The 1W pound
Oorbln senior completed B of 16
passes, scored a touchdown, and
was instrument*! In picking up
crucial first downs
Presnell also cited the play Df
eophomore Jimmy Chlttum,' Lexington, Virginia, ecatback who fci
becoming a sensation around the
Ohio Valley Conference. He scored
two touchdowns to run his total

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE IN RICHMOND
Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.
DINING ROOM; ALSO FREE PARKING FOR GUESTS

Touch Football
Schedule Listed
Monday, October 28
Generals vs. Leftovers (4:15)
Inapasters vs Sundowners |5:151
Tuesday' October 21
Odds It Ends vs. Raiders (4 :15)
Colonels vs. Leftovers (5:15)
Wednesday, October SIS
Rangers vs. Sundowners (5:15)
Rippers vs. Generals (5:15)
Thursday, October 26
Raiders vs. Leftovers (4:16)
Odds A Ends vs. Sundowners (5:15)

Touch Football
Standings
Leftovers
Sundowners
Generals
Raiders
Rippers
Rangers
Odds 4 Ends
Importers
Colonels

0
l
t
1

8
3
2
2
:i
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Only Two Letter men Among
12 Reporting To McBrayor
Only two lettermen
were
among the 12 piayer-s reportlnj
to Coach Paul McBrayer M»ndn\
aa he began preparatijn-s for his
16th baski .ii. season at Easter,
■trie College.
The Maroons' o|vner is eight
Weeks from now, on Deceiubei
9, against Truiisyivania Cohere
an opponent carded only thi:
Week to round out a slim 17-garni

Mhedule.

The two award-winners on whs*
may be Coach McBraver's youngest and most Inexperienced squad
are forward Ray Gardner, 6-.'
from Mt. Eden, un,| guild Larry
Parks, 6-2 jumplng-Jauk fron
Arlington, Ind.
Brandenburg Senior
Cartel- Brandenburg. 5-lfl guard
from Richmond, is the only Other
senior on the Hub. He saw action
in only one game last year.
They, along with juniors Jim
Werk, Ron Pickett. and Rus«
Mueller, accounted for 26 per cent
of last year's
scoring. with
Gardner anil Paries contributing
480 of the 508 points scored by
this group.
Missing when the Maroons take
to the hardwood for their first
drill will be eight players who Meounted for the other 74 per cent
of the scoring a year ago ami
guided them to a 15-9 record and
a three-way share of the Ohio
Valley Conference crown. Seven
seniors departed from the 1960-61
squad, while 6-7 center Ralph
Richardson was dismissed from
the squad.
Heading the list of those departing by
graduation is Carl
Cole, one of the all-time greats to
play here. Now with the Phillips
Oilers, an Eastern opponent this
year, Cole averaged 19.3 points
per game and was the second alltime scorer in the college'* history, behind only Jack Adams,
Others Missing
Others missing will be Phil
Bstepp (12.3). Roland Wierwillc
(9.1). Jack Unchurch (7.4), Rex
English (4.7), Nelson White (2.4),
and Larry Redmond (1.0).
Therefore, it'll be around Garner and Parks that the Eastern
coaoh must build his 16th team.
Gardner, in playing in all 24
games last season, saw the sconri
highest amount of time, 682:31.
He was the third highest rebounder with a 7.6 average per game
and the third top scorer, with a
10.3 average.
Parks, the uncanny with the
knack of hitting field goals with
amazing accuracy ' under* fire
established an all-time record for
field goal percentage last year,
hitting 97 fielders in 193 attempts

OVC Capsule
This Week's Schedule
Murray at Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay at Eastern
Western at Louisville
Esst Tennessee at Wofford (S.C.)
Chattanooga at Middle Tennessee
Morehad at Marshall
Last Week'a Results
Eastern 22, East Tennessee 13
Tennessee Tech IS, Western 12
Pensacola Navy 12, Midd. Tenn. 7
Murrav 25, Martin Branch 15
STANDINGS
OVC
Season
Midd. Tenn. 3 0 0
1.000 4 10
3 0 0
1.000 3 2 0
Tenn. Tech
2 1 0
.667 2 2 0
Eastern
2 1 0
.667 8 2 0
Murray
Western
1 2 0
.383 8 2 0
.000 1 8 0
Morehead
0 80
.000 0 5 0
E. Tenn.
0 4 0

for a 50.2 per cent.
Ironically,
Parks was the
poorest free throw -.shooter, hlttinr
lust 38 of 82 attempts for 46."
per cent. He was the second best
.ebounder. behind omy Wierwille
Parks averaging 7.9 rebounds pe
fame. He was the fourth leading
scorer, with a 10 i>oini averag<
in 23 games.
Others returning me Br&nden
burg, Jim Werk. 6-5 Junior for
ward who averaged 2.3 points ir
6 games: Ron Pirkelt. 6-7 junio
renter 1.5 average in 1 games anil
Ktrssell Mueller. 0.6 in 7 games
One of the brightest prospe ■! •
Is 6-1 junior guard. Rr-pert Stephens, who was red-shirled last
year. Two seasons baek, Stephen:
averaged 2 points in 2 contests,
but Ire may be the key to this
year's success.
James DeForest, a 6-4 junior
honor student, is an untested performer who returns) from last
year's squad.
Sophomores up from last year's
freshman team are 6-2 guard, Roy
Fannin. of fsonvrlle. 6-6 center-,
Orville Hamilton, of Paintsvillc.
6-3 Herman Smith, Maysville. and
6-4 Kay Morris, of Monticello.
McBrayer says that this team
may require that his boys learn
to play more than one position.
"It's difficult to start with onlv

Art Picks 'Em
After a lay-off of a week our boy
Art is back with us making his
usual uii.-i rum picks of the top 15
football games around the nation
and for the local vicinity.
Due to circumstances beyond our
control Art's Picks did not appear
in last week's issue, but Art did
make selections last week. He says
that out of his picks last week he
was right on 12. so we'll take him
for his word and count them.
Art has compiled a record enviable to all prognosticatorS of 85
right out of 45 attempts. So, anyone considering betting on any
week-end football game would be
doing well to scrutinize Art's column before placing any wagers.
The Progress doesn't condone such
activities, but is just stating that
It would be a good idea if you are
inclined to do such a thing.
Eastern over Austin Peay
Mississippi over Tuliine
Arkansas over Texas
Iowa over Wisconsin
Alabama over Tennessee
Ohio State over Northwestern
Colorado over Kansas State
(.enrgiii Tech over Auburn
Kentucky over Louisiana State
Missouri over Iowa State
Syracuse over Penn State
Michigan over Purdne '
Murray over Tennessee Tech
Louisville over Westrn
Game of the Week
Notre Dame over Michigan State
Batting Average .778

WAYMAN'S
Dep't. Stores
Richmond — Berea
'THE BARGAIN CITY"
STORES

two tested players," he said, and
added that It probably is the most
inexperienced team he has had
j...ce his first season here in 1946.
The 1961-62 campaign may find
the Maroons playing an unfamiliar type of offense, Although
MrHraver n a me*"' n' •*•"
fasi break and Is a strict believer
of the race horse atyle of play,
he many nave to alow It down a
bit because of inexperience and
speed, especially at the guards.
"Going into ball control is not
good with Inexperienced men.
either." he said, "because the
successful ball control teams are
the more experienced ones."
A lot must be accomplished in
the early going, according to McBrayer, who was entered Into the
Naisnuth Memorial Hall of Fame
last year for his contributions to
basketball. He said that the problems are many, with an Inexperienced squad, and that the
situation is not new to him. "Every
three years," he mused, "we are
faced with a similar situation."
Other new opponents on the
Maroons' '61-62 card are Northwestern (Lai State College, the
team that handed Eastern a 50-49
loss in the finals of the Gulf-South
Classic two seasons back: Phillips
r.iiei-s. and New Mexico State University. All are home opponents
—incidentally, the first four opponents.
The only other non-conference
foe is the University of Dayton,
to be played at Dayton, Ohio.
Other games could be added
within the next few days, according to McBrayer.
The Schedule:
Dec. 9—Transylvania
Home
Dec. 14—Northwestern, La. Home
Dec. 18—Phillips 66ers
Home
Jan. 4—J*Jew Mexico St
Home
Jan. 8—Murray
Home
Jan. 12—East Tennessee
Away
Jan. 20—Dayton
Away
Jan. 27—Western Ky
Home
Feb. 1—Morehead
Home
Feb. 3—Middle Tennessee ..Away
Feb. 7—Tennessee Tech
Home
Feb. 10—Murray
Away
Feb. 17—Tennessee Tech
Away
Feb. 21- Middle Tennessee ..Home
Feb. 24—Western Ky
Away
Mar. 3—East Tennessee
Home
Mar. 5--Morehead
Away

Jolly Roger
Presents
Monday - Thursday
Jam Session
6:00*— ?! 30
KENNY PRICE
on his
Steinway Grand
and his
Wurlitier side Man
He's Terrific!
Jazi—Rock "n Roll
and the Blues.
Special prices to suit!
12 miles North of
Richmond
Phone'Lexington 65327
for reservations.

'

NEW FA0E.SAME SPORTING HEART
We might as wall tall you straight off: Corvalr'a tha car for the driving enthusiast. Think
that lets you out? Maybe. Maybe not.
Until you've driven one, you really can't say for aura, because Corvair's kind of driving la
like no other in tha land. Tha amating air-cooled rear engine seas to that. You awing around
curves flat as you please, In complete control. You whip through the sticky spots other cars
should keep out of in the first place. (Especially this year, now that you can gat Positraction
as an extra-cost option.) You atop smoothly, levelly with Corvair's beautifully balanced,
bigger brakes.
And Corvair's found other new ways to please you this year. A forced-air heater and
defroster are standard equipment on all coupes, sedana and both Monia and 700 Station
Wagons. So are dual sunshades and front-door armrests snd some other goodies. You'll note
some new styling, Inside and out. Nice. And safety-belt installation Is easier, too, and cheaper.
Another extra-coat option well worth considering is the heavy-duty front and rear suspension;
it turns • Corvair into a real tiger.
So you can see wa haven't really done much to Corvair this year. Why on earth should we?
If this car, just as the it, can't make a driving enthusisst out of you, batter take a cab.

-

WEST MAIN AT CITY LIMITS Ph. 623-1707

A Ntw World of Worth

All The World Loves A "Fat Boy"
Aad here's Aawriea't eeiy asiilaffcfcfia1 aaerta tar, MM It COiKTTL Wa wan you: If you drive a Corvette after
your Brat sampling of a Corvair, you may well end up a two-ear man. And who eouM Warns you?

See the'62 Corvair and CorvetU at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

Dining Room-Curb Service-Phone Ahead Carry-Out
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Tribute To Cadets

Cadet Of Week

Sound Off

Now hear this: Tlii* is the word
.of wisdom..
Thcie definitely will be a Cadet
The ROTC is by far tiie largest Company of Lie Association oi
source of officers for all three the United Stales Army, known
Army components. Secretary as the John Nek Combs Memorial
Stahr has directed our attention Company. Its
principle c»mpu3
to the importance of the ROTC functions will include sponsoring
by calling tor a revilali/.ation of the Military Ball, a homecoming
the program. He has also point";.,
and promotion of the
out an apparent contradiction: float.
United Slatew Army. Its meetings
that the KOTC production rale will be held on the first Tuesday
has decreased from 13,000 new of each month and will COitS.st of
officers in 1958 to an estimated a short business mecl'r.3 and then
11,200 for 1961. while Army re a program.
quircmenls for the next decade
There will
continue to be a
have increased to about 15.000
new officer annually. This, then, Cadet Officers' Club, comprised
of
junior
and
senior
cadets. The
is another area that calls for
red and yellow cord, a symbol
Army and public support.
of the club and of the Individuals
There's a ONE ARMY aspect responsible position will be purto Officers' Candidate Schools, chased and worn by members of
too. Not many people In or out the club. The club will meet on
of the Army realize that some Monday evenings; or us directed
Army Reserve officer candidates by the club officials.
arc trained in Slate National
RONALD WALLACE
The club officials will be elected
Guard OCS's.
by the members and will include
By P.I.O. COUNCILpresident, vice-president, an.l
secretary. In addition, the duly
Cadet
Major Ronald Wallace
The total monthly pay of a constituted Brigade Commando.
married second lieutenant with the Executive Ofiicer, and Brigade who serves as the Brigade s-:t has
no prior Service is $355 000 and il Staff will be the club's Executive been selected a'j this week's outmay be increased by $110.00. if he Council.
standing Cadet. Ron has done a
qualifies for the "Incentive pay"
tremendous job In his performwhich goes with such specialties
Last Saturday, the exhibition ance of duty and continues to
as flight status with Army Aviation, paratrooper ,or deep sea drill team of Company R-l. Per- show rapid and polished results
diver. As either a bachelor ar shing Rifle's, participated in the His various duties include: supermarried officer, he will also re- annual Millcrsburg Military In- vision ol the Cadet Corps training
ceive a subsislenl allowance ot stitute homecoming parade ai to include schedule, preparation,
Mlllersburg. A
lot of practice presentation and inspections; co$47.88 per month.
went into the preparation for this ordinator of" the pre-summer
event and those fortunate enough camp program for Junior Cadets;
The ROTC men enrolled in the to see the parade were impressed co-ordinator with the director of
the basic program; preparation
Advanced Course may receive by their performance.
of the Cadet inclement weather
pay and allowances that total
schedule and supervisor of S-3
over seven hundred dollars over
functions at Battalion Level. As
a two-year period. Complete uniyou can see this man has a large
forms and the text books"required
job and this requires a lot of his
for all phases (basic as well as
time and personal supervision in
advanced) of the ROTC program
order to have his many responarc furnished to each student at
Last
week,
Mr.
T.
R.
Parr,
a
the expense of the government. representative o f Lautcrstein's, sibilities running smoothly. Ron
is very aggressive and self-sacThis amount ia derived from the
the ROTC department rificing in the promotion of the
ROTC subsistence allowance of visited
here
at
Eastern.
Lautcrstein's
90c per day. which over a two are military tailors, with head ROTC program.
year period amounts to $535.50. offices in San Antonio, Texas.
Ron. who is called "Sam" by
Added to this is summer camp Mr. Parr had a display of uni- his many friends, hails from Ft.
pay on the basis of $78.00 per forms and various other items Thomas. Kentucky, and graduatmonth. Five cents per mile travel
from Highlands High School
in the office of the ed
allowance to and from camp is available
in Science. He makes top grades
cadet
brigade
staff.
They
were
authorized. Veteran students reall his courses as well as In
to the senior cadets in in
ceive these allowances, within displayed
ROTC, where he stands in the
the
ROTC
program.
Seniors
were
certain limitations of law. in adten per cent of his class. Beto order uniforms U> be used top
dition to benefits of the GI Bill able
came of his scholarship, leader-,
when
they
report
for
active
duty.
of Rights.
The display
consisted of such ship, aptitude, and military bearand ability, Ron has been athings as: coats, trousers, shirts, ing
warded the honor of being desties,
shoes,
socks,
dress
blues,
The first public appearance of
ignated as a Distinguished Milithis year's Cadet Brigade will caps, belts, raincooats, and many tary Student by the Professor of
other
items
that
an
officer
might
occur tomorrow, designated as
Military Science and the Presi"Dad's and Military Day" at the use. Seniors who purchased cloth- dent of the College.
Eastern Austin
Peay
football ing will not have to make the
For four years, Ron has been
game. With more than 850 men first payment on the merchandjje a member of ' Pershing Rifles
enrolled in the ROTC program, until they go on active duty, Company R-l. The flist two
whenever they
this should present quite a uight. their uniforms
years he was on the drill team
wish.
Lautersteins, is the largest and in his junior year he serveJ
These questions have plagued company tailoring army uniforms as the S-4. This year he is on an
the minds of Junior and senior in the world. They tailor uni- inactive basis but ho still helps
ROTC cadets since October 1961 forms for the Array and Air the P.R.'s as much as he can.
Should there be a Cadet Officer's Force, and have representatives Last month he was elected Secretary of the AUSA and was alClub? Should there be an A.U.S.A. all over the world.
All total, there were approxi- so appointed to the Men's Dorm
Company combined with a Cadet
Council.
mately 150 items on display.
Officer's Club?
By. Jim Farris

By COL. JOE H. SANDKRS
A pat on the back is in order to
jill of the more than 850 cadets
enrolled In Eastern's ROTC program for the very fine start with
which the program has gotten underway. These first few weeks of
getting the Cadet Brigade organised and into the training program
has been characterized by a spirit
oi cheerful cooperation, enthusiasm, resourcefulness, initiative, industry and a desire to excel on the
part of all Cadets. These ingredients, liberally applied, portend success in almost any venture; and so,
we predict a banner year for Eastem's ROTC program. In fact, it
is a generally agreed opinion that
the Cadet Corps at this point has
progressed to mid-year status of
previous years.
In these troubled and tensiongripped days in world affairs, It
Is particularly gratifying to see
these young college men taking a
serious and determining approach
to this matter of Military training
•s a part of their preparation for
useful citizenship. They reflect the
heritage of our great country
when the chips are down* stand up
and be counted. In the words of
General George Washington, the
first President. "If we desire
peace, one of the most powerful institutions of our rising prosperity,
it must be known that we are at
all times ready for war." The college men now enrolled In Eastern's
ROTC are. In effect, preparing for
leadership roles In our national
military preparedness, and arc
thus evidencing their desire for
freedom — with Justice — for all
peoples.
The first public appearance of
this year's Cadet Brigade will
occur on Saturday, 21 October, designated as "Dad's and Military
Day," at Eastern - Austin-Peay
football game. Each Cadet is challenged to so perform and behave
on this occasion as to reflect credit
upon himself, the Cadet Brigade,
Eastern's ROTC program, this institution, and upon this Nation
whose uniform he is wearing.

Lautersteins's Man
Displays Uniforms

Modern Dry Cleaners
and
220 East Irvine St. —130 Big Hid Ave. (Across from Colonel Drive In)

ONE DAY SHIRT SERVICE
ONE HOUR D RY CLEANING
txZM
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GIFT CERTIFICATE
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RENT A DELUXE TUX!
COMPLETE LINE IN STOCK

HAVE YOUR PORTRAIT
"TAYLOR - MADE"
—
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After Norwich came such schools
as the Virginia Military Institute
and the Citadel. All of these pioneers in the concept of military
instruction for college undetgraduates are today prominent or.
the RO^C rolls.
Military training for civilian
'.students was given its greatest
impetus as the result of legislation In 1802. and. once again, the
chief instalment was a citizen of
the Granite State Vermont. U.S.
Representative Justin Morri.'l Introduced a bill to provide funds
for educational Institutions from
sale of federal land th*t wo-ild
teach "such branches of learning
as are related to agriculture and
mechanic arts." It was specified
that this leading object was not
to be attained at the expense of
". . . other scientific and clatjsical studies and including . . .
military tactics."
The program of military instruction flourished in Ihe "landgrant" colleges in the years that
followed
the
Civil
War.
At
first the Army was authorized
to send instructors and to lend
equipment only to land-grant
schools, but a law passed in 1888
made it possible for others to receive Army support as well. The
waning daye of the ninteenth
century thus found
military
science and tactics being taught
on many American campuses.
The Reserve Officers Training
Corps as it is now known was not
officially established at Eastern
until the fall of 1936.

BOB FRANQS APPAREL

—

NATURAL COLOR

Jimmy Taylor Photographer

TAXI

(McGaughey Studio)
South Third Street
Phone 623-2606

Veterans Cab

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

Kentucky Cab

Main — Across from Penney's

623-1400

Welcomes All Students & Faculty

24 Hr. Service

We Have Four Dependable Barbers to Serve You.
"ALL TYPE-HAIR CUTS"—OUR SPECIALTY

- TUESDAY SPECIAL -

Mi

Featuring - Col. Sanders Recipe

Y4 KENTUCKY FRIED
CHICKEN

I

French Fries Or Mashed Potatoes,
Cole Slaw, Biscuits and Gravy

79

X

35
AT REGULAR
PRICE

ON ANY
ORDER OF

The Reserve Officer's Training
Jorps. as it is known today, wan
authorized by the National Defense Act of 1916. Since the piwage of the Act. the ROTC hai
oecn the chief source of the nation's reserve officers, approximately 200,000 having- been commissioned to date.
When he was the Army's Chief
of Staff. President
DwiRht D
Eisenhower said of the
ROTC
piogiam: "The cxietence of that
.aige group of college-trained
military leadei'j and specialists
set forward by many months the
time, schedule of our preparation
for action-months" that were vital
to success!"
Although we consider ROTC :i3
essentially a product of the past
half century, the ROTC concept
may be said to date back to linearly days of the 19th century.
Specifically, it dates back to
Captain Alder. Partridge, a former Superintendent of the United
States Military Academy at West
Point. Captain Partridge left the
Army to become the founder of
"The American Literary Scientific, and Military Academy" at
Northfield. Vermont. In establishing the college that was ultimately to become Norwich University, Captain Partridge wrote
"iii every republic the due cultiwuiry for the preservation of liberty."
With these ringing words of
tradition military training in civilian colleges was born. This
came about September 4, 1820.

>
PMONI

PHfcy, October W», 1061

ROTC Created In 1916
By Act Of Congress
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WITH A DRV CLEANING OR LAUNDBY^^"
ORDER OF *1.10 OR MORE
CASH AND CARRY ONLY

MODERN DRY CLEANERS & LAHRDRY
220 EAST IRVIN6 ST

130 BIG HIU AVENUE
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Pick Up Your Coupon At
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CAMPUS

Friday, October 20, 19«1

New Department Store
Opened r+ere Thursday

CALENDAR

MONDAY. OCTOBER »—
0:0)0 p.m.
Wesley Foundation
Blue Room
7:0ft p.m.
Faculty Roundtable
Little Theater
'Language and Mental Balance"
(Freedom, Reason. Language, and the Pursuit of Truth)
Speaker: Dr. W. Gordon Rosa
7:0ft p.m.
Messiah Chorum Rehearsal Choir Room. Foster Bldg.
7:3ft p.m.
Caductus Club
Room 111, Science Hall
TUMDAY, OCTOBBR 24—
12:4ft p.m.
D.S.F. and Westminster Fellowship Little Theater
8:00 p.m.
Mailiemathv Ckib
Room 15, Roaik Bldg.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25—
6:0ft p.m.
Kyma Club
Little Theater
6:30 pm.
Biokvy Club
Room 111. Science Hall
6:3ft p.m.
P.ershing Rifles
Blue Room
7."flp p.rh.
Kappa Delta Pi
Room 202. S.XJ.B.
'7:00 p:in.-' Lecture and Sln.es of the Greek
Little Theater
* World. Sponsored by the English Dept.
THURSDAY,' OCTOBER 2«—
12:40 P-in.
D.S.K. and Westminster Fellowship
Little Theater
5:00 p.m.
"D.8F.
Blue Room
• :3ft p.m.
Kappa IoU Dpsilon
Room lOl.Univ. Bldg.
9:39 p.m.
Church of Chn.it Group
Room A, Coates Bldg.
6:30, p.m.
Newican Club
Roo m202, S.U.B.
MK00 p,m.
MOK'S Dormitory Council
O'Donnell Hall
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27—
8:0ft p.m.> .
Homecoming Dance
SATURDAY,
ie':0ft a.m.
1:30 p.m.2:00 p.m. •
9:0ft pjn..

Walnut Hall

OCTOBER 28—
Pa-ade of Floats
Hanger Stadium
Pvc-Garne Ceremonies
Hangar Stadium
Football Game-Eastern and Western Hanger Stadium
Barbecue
Student Union Building

College Classic

=ff=*

RICHMOND GREENHOUSES
iMrs. Minnie Tleichspfarr

Phones: 623-3410 & 623-341 I

R. D.BAWBBAT or BOB SELLERS
Campus Representatives for Homecoming

TO APPEAR AT EASTERN
SATURDAY—Miss Frances Butler will be among the 54. girls of
Austin Peay State College's famous Governettes who will appear
during the halftirne of the EasternAustin Peay intra-state football
clash tomorrow in Hanger Stadium.

REDA
Drive-la Theatre
S MILES NORTH OF
RICHMOND, KV.
ON LEXINGTON ROAD

SATURDAY! Oct. 21!
3—MONIES —3

t

T~:

262 East Main
Offers made-to-order Decorated Cakes
for AH Occasions.
FRESH HOT DONUTS—From 1:00 A. M. to ?
Phone 623-5470 for leformotion.

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD
E. MAIN ST.

trrr ■

RICHMOND. KY.

These four twirlers who will add color to the 1961-62 Marching
Maroons are from left, Jeff Juett. Jack Crum. Hugh Bradford and
John Keleman. kneeling.

Dedicated Twirlers
Are Well Qualified
By RONNIE WOLFE
Four of the hardest working stu.dents on campus these days- are
Eastern's four twirlers, Jack Crum.
Jeff Juett, Hugh Bradford, and
John Kelemen, who are featured
with the Marching Maroons for
2961-82.
All four boys are regarded as the
best anywhere and some of them
have records to prove that their
talents weren't perfected overnight.
Jack Crum, an English major
from Kissimmee, Florida, was the
Florida State Twirling Champion
in 1954, '55, '56, '57, and was the
U. S. Open Twirling Champion
in 1957. Jack spends nis summers
teaching at various camps and
clinics throughout the country. This
past summer, he was a chief judge
at the Grand National Contest in
Galveston, Texas. A former member of KIE and a present member
of OAKS, Jack will enter the University of Kentucky Law School
next fall.
Jeff Juett, a senior who hails
from Highlands High School In Fort
Thomas, keeps busy with many

; Established 1900
y/«itever Avenue

RICHMOND BAKERY

M a-x Oppenheimer, president,
O Jk L stores, Louisville, announced
today the opening: of an ultramodern, completely self - service
O * L Department Store on West
Main Street here Thursday.
O * L stores began operations
in Louisville In 1938. The organization has grown from the S16.000
cUnpany in 1938 to well over a
$1,000,000 operation today. TtuRichmond O 4- L store la the first
store to be located outside ot the
metropolitan area of Louisville.
Oppenheimer said that Richmond
was choaan for this expansion
"because of the prosperous growth
of Richmond and the spirit and
desire of tCentuoklana In the Richmond area to have a completely
modernised self-service depart1 ment store In their community."
The O * L self-service store In
Richmond contains 32 separate departments. Baskets and carts are
furnished for the. convenience of
the shopper. "O A L's tremendous
purchasing power enables O * L
to bring quality merchandlae__j£.
the Richmond area and be offered
to the public at tremendous savings." Oppenheimer said

Richmond's ONLY Cut-Rate Jewelry

extra-curricular activities, besides
twirling
Industrial Arts Club, ROTC, ROTC
Band Company Commander, Wesley Foundation, and the College
Concert Band are some.
From Raceland High School In
Raceland, comes Hugh Bradford,
a senior commerce major. Besides
his duties as a twirler, Hugh finds
time in these activities: Pi Omega
Pi, Honorary Commerce Fraternity, of which he is president, Pi Tau
Chi President, Wesley Foundation.
Vice President of the .senior class,
S.N.E.A. and Choir.
The newest member of the squad
is John Kelemen, from Harlan.
John is a junior majoring in biology. A graduate of St. Joseph
School of Medical Technology, John
works in KYMA, Newman Club,
and the Harlan County Club.
Three of the boys wiu be leaving J
after this year for one reason or'
another. As stated before, Jack
Crum will be entering UK this next
fall, Jeff and Hugh are seniors,
while John will be the only one
returning next year.

KESSLER'S
FREE ENGRAVING—EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE — LESS THAN
REGULAR PRICES

10% Off to Students
Main Street

Next To Begley's

RADIO AND T.V. SERVICE
CAR RADIOS — RECORD PLAYERS —.
TRANSISTOR SALES AND SERVICE

"ATTACK OF THE
JUNGLE WOMEN"

College Service Station

CLICK'S
Radio and T.V. Service

Across Street from Boy's Dorms, on Lancaster Ave.

West Irvine Street (Behind Post Office)

FOR SERVICE CALLS

PHONE 623-3272

See Us For Your Automotive Needs!

RSrVttgS!!^^

*•

Phone 623-4828
The ALL-TfME College
Favorites
.. Sweaters and Skirts ..
and we've fa test looks in
both Classics, Bulky Knits
Dyed to match Skirts.
You will find brands like
Garland - Tatbott - Petti
and Canterberry, at College Budget Prices.

1

KEN CAR

N. 2nd

2

CIRCLE

M

H"

MACSHORE CLASSICS
THE PRICELESS LOOK

— DISCOUNT CENTER —

3

SO .98

SPORTSWEAR FOR LADIES AND MEN

SMART
SHOP
College, Career

NOW AT 7U*6c*f*

COME TO

ACROSS FROM KROGER

Front and center . . . The delicate floral appliques on the concealed front closing of MACSHORE'S Dacron and Cotton
beauty take an encore on the
cuffed short sleeves. Petite Bermuda collar and in or out invisibility deserve an ovation all
their own. White, mint, beig.,
strawberry or
lemon (Sorry,
no vanilla).

Madison Laundry & Cleaners
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND CLEANING SERVICE

Sanitone Dry Cleaning

Starting Tonight and Eaefi Friday!

THE FOUR SOUNDS

So. 3rd Street - Richmond, Ky.
Across From Greyhound Bus Depot

A Combo w,rth Variety!
SATURDAY NITE
C5)DBD^7a

SMOKE RICHARDSON'S ORCH.
ALSO EODfE WARNER AND HrS FABULOUS ORGAN
Lexington Road at Clay's Ferry

0K3

MuW DRtJjG STORE
110

BiG

HILL

AVE.

DIAL
A23-I9S0

RICHMOND.
KY.

Across from Colonel Drive-In

Madison Flower Shop

Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store
designed for comfortable and convenient shopping.

ALSO BIG LINE OF
DON KENNY, MONOCK AND PRESTON BLOUSES!

Free Parking. Open til 9:00 P. M. Daily.

Newberry's 50th Anniversary Sale
Now In Progress!

Phone 623-1601
BRADFORD BALLENGEtt.
PREDK1CK COMPTON,
cut to fit JM«lm and muses

Campus Representatives

Wonderful Wool

"•^

Haw divine to find an elegently simple sheath proportigped to your height. Ready to go and glow ad
season in royal, our own instant green, teal and chic
black. Note, too the interesting basket weave. Junior
siaes 7 to 15, misses,' 12 to 20. And, Penney priced!

8.95

5

LANTER MOTOR CO
.

218 W. IfWfNf STREET

STARTS

MADISON SUNDAY!
FROM THE BEST-SELLING NOVEL BY
RICHMOND'S OWN WALTER TEVIS!

Ladies' Corduroy or Machine WashaWe

SLIM JIMS
In a Wide Variety of Bright New Fall Colors!
REG. $1.95

$1.44

THE SAVA6E REALITIES Of LIFE *'

Hundreds of Additional Values!

IflEl.

You Sava on Nationally Advertisad Quality

JUST AROUNO THf CQRNER PBOM THE

At

COUftWQUSE.
Experts in Carburetor and Ignition Work.

DIAL 623-4434

J.J.

*-■*

=¥9
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STORK Ol-KN
DAILY 9 TO 5,
SATURDAY 9 TO 8

RICHMOND
Drive In Theatre

DON'T MISS OUR

STORE OPEN
QAILY 9 TO B.
SATURDAY 9 TO 8

4 Ml. South on I . 8. 25

Movie Starrs 7:00 P. M.

Thur. &Fri.. Oct. 19&20
Esther Williams
Cliff Robertson

"THE BIG SHOW"
In Color!

We reserve the Right
To Limit Quantities

SATURDAY. OCT. 21!

ANOTHER NEW
SELF SERVICE

Three features:
2 In Color!
"CIRCUS STARS" Plus
"THE CANADIANS"
Also!

"HVE BOID WOMEN"
SUN. • MON. - TUE.
Walter Pidgeon
Joan Fontaine
"VOYAGE TO THE
BOTTOM Of THE SEA'
In Color!

,W- ...;.■ ..-vV\/*'..'::s-,»..H-'~a »-.*-... •"'-M
__ _
._

225 WEST. MAIN STREET
RICHMOND, KY.

RKi BR\SS \T WORK—Colonel Joe M. Sanders, professor of military science. Is shown with some
of the oadct leaders of the Raslcrn State College R.O.T.C Brigade, nearly 1.000 strong:, as they plan for
Saturday's first annual Military Day attraction at the college Pictw-ed above from left are, seated:
Hai-vev-Turner Frankfort, brigade commander; Colonel Sanders; Ralph Newman. Ashland, second battalion commander and drill mastei of the P. R. drill team. Standing: Brandt Ooleman, deves, Ohio,
brigade S-l- Jim Montgomery. Middlcsboro. Brigade S-2; George Dopp Jr., Eilanger, first battalion
commander; and Ronald Wallace, Ft. Thomas. Brigade S-3.

WEDNESDAY. OCT. 25!

Richmond s
Brightest Spot

1,000 Beautiful Potted Plants for the Ladies
WHILE THEY LAST

FREE SUCKERS For The KIDDIES
Ladies1 Fabulous

Ginna Maria

"THEADORA AND THE

COAT SALE

SLAVE EMPRESS"

-

A ti-emendous assortment of misses' sizes 8 to 18
and Junior petite sizes 5 to 11. Materials of zibellnes,
lustrousa, ribbed fabrics, novelty plaids and tweeds.
Colors of black, blue, magenta, beige, gold and green.
Full flare and slim bodices. Ohin collars and Puritan
collars. Clutch style and button down ronts. New,
dramatic backs.

AH Comp. Vol. to ot Least $29.00
Ladies" fad

Shirtwaist
Dresses
New shades of cotton. Sizes
12 to 20 Comp. Val. $3.98.

.88

These three unattractive specimens of drivers are about to become familiar to Kentacklan*.
Thev a™ the nucleus of an intensive traffic safety education campalfn being Ml»fa
Kentucky Department of Public Safety. They are, by name, from left, Dan Dlxon, Ruthless
RuTAsL Smvser. Their fatal foibles at the wheel will be presented in newspapers, on
radio and television broadcasts and on billboards throughout the state.

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP
ffilr^)
Luscious nylon satin and
vtry dainty champagne
•mbroidery and lace lend
enchantment to this beautiful ensemble. The fitted
waltz sewn billows to the
hem in graceful fullness.
You'll relax in style in the
lovely matching duster,
tmartly packaged for exciting gift giving. In soft colon
of whltegold, pink or blue.
Sizes-SMI, 32 42

ELDER'S

'■FLAT-TOPS
Our SPECIALTY"
Underneath
GYLNDON HOTEL

Davis Beauty
Salon
PERSONALIZED
HAIRSTYLING

Where your Parents and

101 So. first St.

Grandparents traded when

McKee Bldg.

they were at Eastern

Phone 623-1200

Say it with flowers from

KELLY'S FLORIST
Call 623-4998

E. Main St.

COLLINS DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
Free Delivery: 7:30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
DIAL 623-2336

JIMMY'S RESYAURANT

-Alumni NewsMrs. Heloise Cox Marsee's husband was killed in an accident
this summer. She is now employed bv Gibson Publications (2
daily newspapers), Vallejo, Calif,
from Eastern in 1942. She made
her first payment on a life membership in the Alumni Association. With her 12 year old
daughter, Sheila, she lives at 130
Buss Street in Vallejo. ,
Mrs. Ruth Anderson Lyons,
class of '57, Is employed as art
teacher at Baldwinsvillc Academy
and Central School in Baldwinsvillc.. N. Y. Her husband, P. C.
Lyons, U. of L. '58, is an engineer
at GE Defense Systems Department in Syracuse. Their address
is 2.r> Charlotte Street in Baldwinsvillc.
Mr. .lames H. Bunion, class Of
'49. has a now address, Route 1.
Wilmington, Ohio. He is Education
Advisor for the US Army Cincinnati Air Defense Command.
On May 27, 1961, Mr. Bunton
was married to Albcrtina Hare ot
Raleigh. N. C. at the First Baptist Church in Nashville, Tcnn.
Mrs. Bunton had been employed
by the Baptist Sunday School
Board in Nashville as Library Field
Consultant. Chinch Library Service. She is now employed part
time at the Wilmington Public Library.
Mr. and Mrs. Bunton plan to
be on the campus for Homecoming.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy J. Turner
are • starling their 7th year 6t
teaching in Rowcvillo, Mich. Mr.
Turner was
graduated in 1953
and Mrs. Turner in the August
class this summer. With their
two children. Cralg. 8 and Dottie
B. S. Mr. and Mrs. Turner live
at 16745 College Street, Friisei.
Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bell are
planning to attend the Homecoming KHIIIO. Mrs. Bell, the forme:
Verona I.aFuze. daughter of Dr.
H. H. LUFIIZO in the Biology Department, at Euslem is teaching
English and Homo Economics at
Hound Crave School her second
year. Mr. Bell is working toward
Ilia doctorate, degree in organic

chemistry at Purdue university.

Home Cooked Food At
Reasonable Prices
Main St. across from Courthouse

SPECIAL!
BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY DAY
.Toast/Jelly, Coffee

39c
SWEET

EVERY .
WED. — FRL — SAT.
'/i-Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fires & Slaw

79c
SHOP

They wore both rncnibci-s of the
I960 class. Their address is 23-'l
Ross Ado Drive, West Lafayette,
fnd.
Mr, Joo (i. Cilly writes that
he is "happy ami well paid '
leaching math at Surrattsvill.'
Junior
Higli
School, Clinton.
Maryland. His daughter, Marguerite, graduated this past Juno
at West Virginia University with
.in A. B. degree in piano. Mrs.
Mrs. Gilly is a'so teaching. She
received . her "A. B. degree in
French from Mississippi College
and her M, A. in guidance from
West Virginia University. Mr.
i".illy was graduated from Eastern in 1937 and received his M.
s
degree in 1957 from West
Virginia
University.
Mr.
and
Mm. Gilly live at 413 Woodyaid
Road. Clinton, Md.
Mr. Alfred P. BianCtii Jr. class
of '52, has a new address. 4306
Brummel St., Skokie. 111. just north
of Chicago. He has three children.
Dr. Charles B. Carty, class ofj
'52, son of Mr. D. J. Carty, Direc-

tor of In-Servlce Education at
Eastern,
started his medical
practice on
September 11 this
year at Pekln, Ind. His new address is Route 1, Salem, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Singleton
have bought a new home at 1006
South 8th Avenue, Maywood, 111.
Mr. Singleton is still employed
as Equipment Engineer with
Western Electric in the Merchandise
Mart in Chicago. Miu.
Singleton was a member of the
class of 1952 and Mr. Singleton
class of 1955.
Mr. and Mrs. Singleton have
three children, Michael, 9V4.
Sandra. 8 and Timothy, 3.
1/Lt. James C. Pike, class of
'59. has returned from a tour of
18 months in Fairbanks, Alaska
and is now Executive Officer for
the 12th Finance Disbursing Section at Ft. Knox, Ky. On September 9 Lt. Pike was married to
Miss Betty E. Riley of Anderson,
Ind. Their address at Ft. Knox
is 5551-C Folger Street. Lt. and
Mrs. Pike will be on the campus
for Homecoming.
JUNIOR ALUMNI
Mr. and Mrs. Hershcl Nelson.
610 Ralph St., Auburndale, Fla..
announce the birth ' of a Bon on
August 2. Mrs.
Nelson is the
former Sarah Catherine Grccr,
class of 1951.
Mr. and Mrs. Sol W. Valentine,
1327 Mapleridge Drive. Fairborn,
Ohio, announce
the arrival of
their first child, a aon. born September 12. He has been named
Sol Winfred, Jr. Mrs. Valentine
is the former Billie Jo Profit!,
class of 1955.
WKDIHNU
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Miss Irama Hildobraml. Louisville, Ky. became the bride of
Jimmy N. Hughes, Atlanta, Ga..
on Sunday afternoon, August 6.
at the West Broadway Baptist
Church in Louisville.
Mis. Hughes was graduated
from Eastern in 1900. She leaches
al McFciran Elementary School
in Louisville. Their address in
LouiavUle. T!ieir address in Louisville is 624 South 3Gth Street.

EVERY DAY PRICES
GLEEM TOOTHPASTE
Reg. 83c
CREST TOOTHPASTE

««

w#

ftp

Reg. 83c

W#

Reg. 83c
BAN Roll On DEODORANT

w

COLGATE TOOTHPASTE

M.Jt
*
17(

Reg. 98c
**'
SECRET RoH On DEODORANT C7(
9t
Reg. 75c

LADIES'

Ladies' 2-Bor Tricot

Cotton PJ's

PANTIES
Briefs, white and colors.
Sizes 3 to 10. Comp. Value
$1.56.

rONI PERMANENT
Reg. $2.00
TONETTE PERMANENT
Reg. $1.75
LILT PERMANENT
Reg. $2.00 ..."
Push Button LILT
PERMANENT, Reg $2.30.
ADORN HAIR SPRAY
Reg. $1.50

Double size and twin size.
Comparable Value $1.98.

Tailored man's
james with T>elt.
gping trim, full
: to 40. Comp.

styla PaBoth with
cut. Sizes
Val. $1.98.

Heirloom
Bedspreads
Twin and full size. Six'different colors. Comparable
Value $5.98.

.97
for

RUG RIOT!
Sculptured High-Low Pattern Rugs. All new different colors. Some with rubber latex, others with foam
rubber backing.
24" x 48"
24"x 42"
And 24" x 72"

'c iML"-.*

3 Ft. x 5 Ft.
And 4 Ft. x 6 Ft.
Tremendous Savings!

Ladies' PuBover

SWEATERS
Banlon. orlon. wool. Fantastic buy! All new colors.
Sizes 34 to 40. Comp. Val.
$3.98.

s\

$257

KU|>|MS-I,I|C1IX

Miss Mary Kappas, class of
1960, was married on June 11 to
Kenneth Lucas. SHe . is presently
Lloyd High School, Erhingei, Ky.
Mr. Lucas, n graduate of the
University of Kentucky, is in the
real estate business.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucas live on Hopeful Road, Florence. Ky.
Army 2d Lt. Rodney J. Sehu'z.
whose ' wife. Diana, lives at 208
Forest Ave.. Erlanger, Ky.. completed
the eight-week officer
orientation course at The Transportation
School, Fort Eirstis.
Va.. Oct. 6.
training in the duties and vsponsbilities of an officer in the
Transportation Corps.
The lieutenant, 22, is a 1957
graduate of Dixie Heights High
School, Edgewood, and a 1961
graduate of Eastern Kentucky
State College, Richmond.

Terry

We Reserve the Right
To Limit Quantities

KITCHEN
TOWELS
Beautiful new printed designs. Comp. Value 49c.

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY
NO EXTRA CHARGE

